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ABSTRACT

EVALUATING
ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION FINANCING APPROACHES:
A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND ANALYTICAL METHODS
MAY 2012
MICHAEL PLOTNIKOV, M.S., MOSCOW STATE TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor John Collura
As states continue to consider taking on more responsibility in transportation, a major
issue State Departments of Transportation (DOTs) face relates to financing future
transportation investments. At present, many state transportation policymakers and State

DOT administrators are considering alternative financing approaches to generate future
revenue sources for transportation investments.
This dissertation focuses on several user fee based approaches currently being
considered by state transportation policymakers and administrators in the U.S. Examples
of such approaches include: increasing the current fuel tax and indexing the fuel tax to
inflation; implementing an odometer based vehicle miles traveled (VMT) fee approach
through vehicle inspection programs in selected states; establishing a global positioning
system (GPS) based VMT fee approach for heavy vehicles where privacy and
implementation costs are less of a concern; and increasing existing tolls and charging
tolls on existing roads that do not have tolls, preferably with open-road tolling (ORT)
and all-electronic toll (AET) payment systems. Meanwhile, major questions of interest
relate to the potential impacts or consequences of such financing approaches.
v

Central to this dissertation is the development of a conceptual framework and
analytical methods to aid state transportation policymakers and administrators in the
planning and formulation of alternative financing approaches suitable for consideration in
their state. The application of the framework and methods is illustrated in a case study.
This case study includes an evaluation of alternative toll scenarios on a section of
Interstate 93 in the Boston Metropolitan area where at present tolls are not charged. A
major conclusion of the case study is that placing tolls along interstate highways where
tolls are not currently collected has the potential to provide a significant source of
revenue for State DOTs but that other impacts including route diversion, privacy, and
equity need to be considered and addressed in the decision-making process. It is expected
that the results of the dissertation will be of interest to state transportation policy makers
as well as State DOT administrators currently involved in the development of a
comprehensive transportation finance policy.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Fuel taxes have been a major revenue source for transportation in the United
States for decades on both the State and Federal levels. These revenues were used to
build and maintain a National Highway System that became one of the largest and the
best in the world.
While fuel taxes worked well and were sufficient to support the maintenance and
development of highways for the first few decades, those tax revenues have not kept pace
with the rapidly increasing travel demand in terms of vehicle miles traveled. Since the
1980s transportation funding and investment have not grown as quickly as the nation’s
transportation needs. (1) Introduction of new fuel efficient vehicles has also significantly
impacted fuel tax revenues while recent Federal Government requirement to double an
average fuel efficiency by the year 2025 (2) and wider implementation of vehicles
propelled by alternative power in the near future will reduce revenues even further.
As the states continue to consider taking on more responsibility in the area of
transportation (3), a major issue State Departments of Transportation (DOTs) face has to
do with how to finance transportation investments in the short and long term future.
Currently, both transportation policymakers and State DOT administrators are
considering alternative transportation financing approaches to serve as a major revenue
sources for future transportation investments. (4, 5) In addition, state DOTs are seeking a
comprehensive framework that will allow them to select alternative finance approaches
that will reduce or eliminate shortages in the transportation budget, while charging users
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a fair share of cost for the use of road facilities. (4, 6) It is expected that new financing
approaches may include congestion pricing strategies, open road tolling options, and
more accurate revenue distribution among different jurisdictions.
Central to this research will be the development of a conceptual framework and
analytical methods to aid state transportation policymakers and administrators in the
planning and formulation of alternative financing approaches suitable for consideration in
their state. Major elements of the framework will include the articulation of policy
objectives; the identification of appropriate alternative approaches and associated
implementation costs and revenue sources; and the possible short and long term
implications and impacts of each approach.
The dissertation is organized as follows. The second section presents the
objectives of the research. The third section provides background o the problem central to
this research and reviews potential issues associated with some alternative approaches
being considered in the U.S. and abroad. The fourth section presents a research
methodology and the results including the framework and analytical methods. The fifth
section presents a case study to illustrate the application of the framework and analytical
methods to aid in formulation and evaluation of alternative tolling scenarios on the
example of I-93 in Boston Metropolitan Area. The sixth section provides a summary,
conclusions and recommendations for a future research.
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CHAPTER 2
OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH

The objectives of this research are as follows:



Design a conceptual framework to assist state transportation policy makers and
administrators in the formulation of alternative financing approaches that consider
policy objectives, revenue sources, short and long range impacts, and other
factors.



Formulate alternative financing approaches and perform a preliminary
evaluation of impacts to meet short and long range statewide transportation
financing needs.



Develop analytical methods to evaluate approaches in terms of capital and
operating costs, revenues, changes in travel behavior, and other impacts, such as
equity and privacy.



Illustrate the application of the conceptual framework and analytical
methods in a case study on the example of implementation of all-electronic tolls
on I-93 in Boston, Massachusetts.
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CHAPTER 3
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

This section discusses the subject of transportation finance in the United States
and provides a comprehensive review of the projects performed to address
transportation finance challenges issues.
The first subsection presents a history of transportation finance, on both
federal and state levels and discusses the variety of sources currently used to support
transportation. It also discusses strong and weak points of different approaches, and
explains why road user fee approaches may be a better choice for state transportation
officials looking for alternative financing approaches.
The second subsection provides an overview of various studies and field
projects on road user fee approaches and draws some observations on the potential
strength and weaknesses associated with implementation of each of the approaches.

3.1

Background
Since its introduction more than a half century ago, fuel taxes remain a major

source of transportation revenues on both Federal and State levels.
Currently, Federal fuel taxes contribute almost 90 percent of revenues in the
Highway Trust Fund while other sources such as the truck sales tax, heavy vehicle use
tax, and tire tax contribute the remaining 10 percent. Federal tax is currently
$0.184/gallon for gasoline and $0.244/gallon for diesel and have not been changed
since the last adjustment in 1993. Federal Highway Trust Fund revenue from motor
fuel tax totaled $35.2 billion in FY06, out of which $25.5 billion was from
gasoline/gasohol sales and $9.7 billion from diesel fuel sales. (7)
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Figure 1. Highway Trust Fund Revenue Distribution.
Image Source: AASHTO 2007

State motor fuel tax varies state by state from $0.08/gal to $0.486/gal. Also,
some jurisdictions (county, city) impose additional motor fuel taxes for local road
construction and maintenance projects. Most state/local taxes are flat per-gallon fees.
However, some states charge gas taxes as a percentage of the fuel purchase price and
others are a combination of a fixed rate per gallon and a percentage tax. In many
states, fuel taxes have not changed for more then a decade. The combined total of
federal and state taxes across the United States presented in Figure 2:
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Figure 2. Gasoline Taxes Across the United States.
Image Source: www. api.org

As transportation capital and operating costs continue to increase annually, the
purchasing power of fuel tax revenues, on per gallon basis, has declined nationally by
almost 70% and is forecasted to continue to decline, as shown on Figure 3. For
example, the value of the Massachusetts’ state motor vehicle tax allocated to
transportation, 21 cents per gallon, set in 1991 has lost about one-third of its value by
2007 and will lose almost two-thirds of its original value by the year 2025. (8) The
main reason for the deterioration of fuel tax revenues stems from the strong
opposition of general public to any tax increase: while the majority agreed that the
condition of transportation infrastructure are poor and get worse as time goes by, only
the minority trust that the Government to fix it. (9, 10)
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Figure 3. Decline in Purchasing Power of Motor Fuel Taxes Due to Inflation.
Image Source: AASHTO 2007

It should be further noted that all states have been affected differently by the
decline of revenues from the fuel taxes, as the structure of transportation budgets and
sources of revenue vary from state to state as depicted in Figure 4. As it can be
observed from the chart, states that have relatively small fuel taxes usually
compensate it by collecting more revenues from other sources, such as vehicle taxes,
toll roads, and some other sources, sometimes quite uncommon (11), as well as by
allocating significant portion of the general fund to transportation purposes. (12)
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Figure 4. Transportation Revenue Sources, State by State, 2009.
Data Source: FHWA 2009, Table SF-1.

As a result of lack of mechanisms that will adjust fuel taxes with inflation and
some other factors that affect revenues, such as improved fuel efficiency of the
vehicles, the budgets of the Highway Trust Fund as well as state and local
transportation agencies are not capable to provide further expansion, modernization
and maintenance of existing facilities. These factors, along with rapid development of
non-fossil based fuel technologies, push transportation agencies to search for more
viable alternatives that would be able to provide sufficient and sustainable revenues.
(13, 14, 15)
There are many financing approaches being used today in the U.S. and abroad
to finance surface transportation investments. Some financing approaches relate
directly to transportation while others do not. As presented in Figure 5, approaches
related to transportation can be categorized into two groups: 1) user based; and 2)
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non-user based. User based approaches associate charges (e.g. fees and taxes) to the
individual traveler or vehicle and in some instances these charges are related to the
distance traveled. Examples of user based approaches include revenues from fuel
taxes usually charged on a per gallon basis and more recently indexed to inflation by
some State DOTs. The vehicle miles traveled (VMT) based fee has been used most
notably in Europe and now being explored and tested in the U.S. As shown in Figure
5, examples of financing approaches not related directly to transportation include
income, sales and property taxes, among others.

Figure 5. Alternative Transportation Financing Approaches

There are many arguments to be made to both user and non-user based fees.
Currently, the majority of transportation finance decision makers are mostly agree that
the user-based fees has a lot of advantages and should be considered as a viable
alternative to current fuel tax. One of the strongest arguments for the user-based fees
is that they are promoting efficient use of transportation facilities much better then all
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other sources of revenues, by sending a clear price signal to motorists. Table 1 rank
different finance approaches on their ability to promote efficient use of facilities.
Table 1. Transportation Financing Approaches vs. Efficient Use of Facilities.
Price Feedback

Approach

Examples

Excellent price signal to
motorists.

User based fees/time
and location specific

Variable VMT fees, tolls, and
parking fees with congestion
pricing

Very good price signal
to motorists.

User based fees NOT
time and location
specific

Non-variable VMT fees, tolls and
parking fees.

Fair price signal to
motorists.

Fuel charges

Fuel tax (indexed to inflation)

Poor price signal to
motorists.

Fixed vehicle charges

Vehicle registration fee and
vehicle sales tax

No price signal to
motorists.

Non-user related
charges

Income tax payments allocated
to transportation

Although many different funding schemes were evaluated, the alternatives that
implement the Vehicle-Mile Traveled (VMT) fee rapidly become the most popular
among governmental agencies. The main reasons for the special attention to VMT fee
are the following:


This approach represents a direct road user fee,



Fee can be collected from the entire road network,



This approach can provide additional capabilities, such as ability to
charge variable user fees, depending on the location and time, and



Can serve as a valuable instrument to influence driver’s behavior such
as time of travel and mode choice, and hence potentially allow much
more efficient use of the existing road facilities.

Currently, VMT fee collection is usually envisioned as hi-tech solution, which
will require on-board GPS units that should provide more accurate revenue
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distribution between various jurisdictions, as well as ability to implement congestion
pricing and advanced tolling features.
In order to evaluate feasibility of VMT implementation, one of the first pilot
studies was conducted in the University of Iowa in year 2002. As a result of the study
the proposal was developed for a VMT road user fee that will eventually became a
replacement of the fuel tax. The proposed fee structure was developed that should
allow to charge a variable VMT fee depending on vehicle class, weight, jurisdiction,
road classification and time of the day. Following that, several projects were
launched the U.S. and abroad to evaluate VMT fee in more details including:



Puget Sound (2005)



Oregon DOT (2006-2007)



Interstate 95 Corridor Coalition VMT-Based Fee Initiative (2008)



University of Minnesota (2009)

Following the experience obtained from initial pilot projects, VMT fee for Heavy
Goods Vehicle (HGV) was successfully implemented the entire Autobahn System in
Germany in 2005.
While VMT fee gain the major attention as a potential main source of revenues, it
was recognized that it will require some time before this approach can be widely
implemented in the United States.
Another approach to collect road user fee that recently gaining a lot of attention
among state governments is introduction of tolls on the roads that are not currently
tolled. Widely discussed and explored for decades (16), toll roads has been always
fairly popular, but their wider implementation was somewhat constrained due to
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relatively high capital and operational costs, significant impact on traffic, extensive
right-of-way requirements, and other impacts. The recent surge of popularity of the
old good tolls happens with the emergence of new methods of toll collection, most
notably All-Electronic Tolling (AET). Unlike VMT fee, this approach can be
implemented with relatively small initial investments while being capable to collect
sufficient revenues and also can help to achieve additional policy objectives, such as
to implement a congestion pricing in a heavily congested urban areas. One of the
latest projects that introduce AET in the U.S. is Florida Turnpike Enterprise in
Southern Florida that was completed in 2011.
The next subsection provides a brief description of the projects listed above
and discusses some other possible approaches.
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3.2 Related Work
Puget Sound (2005)
In July 2005 the Puget Sound Regional Council launched a test project in the
Seattle Region to evaluate the feasibility and efficiency of congestion pricing. The
evaluation was performed along all freeways and most of the major arterials in the
area. The goals of the study were to describe the road user’s response to the
congestion-based tolling of roadways, to investigate potential issues related to the
implementation of variable road tolling, and to test the various technical solutions of
collecting congestion fees without extensive hardware installations along the roads.
Additional goals were to familiarize the public and policy makers with road network
tolling, generate price response data for use in future modeling and analysis, develop
an understanding of technological applications and standards, and better define a set
of policy issues to be addressed in actual program design. As it was reported, the
project successfully achieved its goals. (17) Primary conclusions from the study
include the following:



Observed response of drivers to tolls suggests there is a great opportunity to
significantly reduce traffic congestion and raise revenues for investment.



Even though not all aspects of a road network tolling system have been fully
tested, the core technology for satellite-based (and whole road network) toll
systems can be considered mature and reliable.



A large-scale U.S. deployment of a GPS-based road tolling program will
depend on system reliability, a sound business model, and public acceptance
of underlying concepts.
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Oregon DOT (2006-2007)
In 2006 Oregon DOT launched the pilot study on the feasibility of the VMT
implementation. The model that was utilized at Oregon study test Pay-at-the-Pump
concept (an electronic accounting and communications system that ODOT calls
Vehicle Miles Traveled Collected at Retail (VMTCAR)). The concept is widely seen
as more attractive to the road users due to its similarity with the current payment
model. The goal of the study was to prove that the concept can be implemented at the
modern level of technologies. (7) Figure 6 describes the concept of operations of the
Oregon Model:

Figure 6. VMT Concept of Operations (at the Pump)
Adapted from: Whitty 2007

The model implemented in Oregon utilized some advanced technologies to
collect VMT fee from road users. Figure 7 describes VMT system architecture
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designed to collect fees at pump and provides additional technical details on its
operation:

Figure 7. VMT System Architecture (at the Pump)
Image Source: Whitty 2007

In the concept of Oregon VMT fee model, a GPS-based receiver counts miles
driven by zone. Zones can be defined by geographic area or geographic area and time
of day. Mileage data is transmitted wirelessly via short-range radio frequency at the
instance while fueling at service stations. During the authentication process the
vehicle is verified by the gas station, the data on the traveled miles since the last
refueling is transmitted. As the VMT calculations are made by the central computer,
mileage fee is added, gas tax is deducted, and congestion charges are applied. The
concept allow the mileage fee system and gas tax system operate simultaneously. Onvehicle equipment would only be required in new vehicles. New vehicles that include
the required equipment would pay the mileage fee, while existing vehicles would pay
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the gas tax. No retrofitting of vehicles would be required. According to the statement
from ODOT, privacy is protected by only counting the number of miles traveled and
not capturing any trip data. When the study ended in 2007 its final report (7)
concluded that:



the concept is viable;



paying at the pump works;



the mileage fee can be phased in;



integration with current systems can be achieved;



congestion and other pricing options are viable;



privacy is protected;



the system would place minimal burden on business;



potential for evasion is minimal, and



cost of implementation and administration is low.

On the basis of the Oregon DOT study and some other studies that involve
technology based VMT fee collection approaches, a preliminary analysis (7, 18)
estimated that the implementation of such concept for the typical state DOT will be as
follows:



About $150 - $250 per vehicle, or:
- Less than 1% of vehicle cost
- About 5% of revenue collected over life of device



Capital Cost to equip state fleet, gas stations, and other infrastructure:
- More then $1 billion
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Operational annual costs more then:
- $200 billion per year
- 20% of annual revenue collected

Interstate 95 Corridor Coalition VMT-Based Fee Initiative (2008)
In the late 2008, the I-95 Corridor Coalition launched a study to address the
current surface transportation program funding crisis by exploring alternatives to the
gas tax as the primary funding mechanism from a multi-state perspective. As an active
interstate transportation organization for almost 20 years, the I-95 Corridor Coalition
is capable to examine technical, institutional and administrative issues and challenges
from a multi-state perspective, reflecting a diversity of policies and opinions that will
be critical to the emergence of a new revenue generation system.
In the beginning of 2009, a workshop involving a group of experts to discuss
how the Coalition could help to a national effort in this area was assembled. The
purpose of the workshop was twofold:

1. To define how the I-95 Corridor Coalition can contribute to the development
of a multi-state VMT fee program, and
2. To position the Coalition as the logical choice to conduct a multi-state VMT
fee case study or pilot project under new authorization legislation.

On the basis of the recommendations of the National Surface Transportation
Policy and Revenue Commission, and the work of other organizations including the
FHWA, the Oregon DOT, and the TRB, a set of recommendations regarding the
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issues that a multi-state pilot program for a VMT-based fee system should address
were produced (19). The set of recommendations includes the following:



Accommodate implementation of policy choices relative to issues such as
environmental (greenhouse gas emissions), congestion (pricing), and social
(poor or rural travelers) considerations, and the layering of these charges
relative to each other (e.g., high emissions vehicle traveling in a congested
urban area).



Address issues relative to the application of VMT fees on tolled facilities.



Address issues related to the institutions and procedures needed for fee
collection and audit enforcement, including coordination with the IRS.



Address, in a simulated context, the collection of state fees to enable
exploration of issues related to collection and distribution within individual
states and across state borders.



Address public acceptability questions, including issues related to public
attitudes and motivation, privacy, and public communications.



Help identify the functions of a national VMT fee system needed to
accommodate the policy objectives of Coalition member agencies.

University of Minnesota (2009)
The Intelligent Transportation Systems Institute at the University of
Minnesota released a study that discusses short-term nationwide implementation of
distance based road user fees that can utilize onboard vehicle devices (OBD) and
similar equipment to track vehicle miles as an alternative to GPS-based systems. (20)
Even though the concept will require significant upfront investments, it is expected to
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be much less expensive than the Oregon model and also has the potential to reduce
privacy concerns associated with the implementation of GPS-based mileage tracking
system. The system concept of operations presented on figure 8:

Figure 8. OBD-Based VMT User Fee Collection (Minnesota Model)
Image Source: Donath, 2009

The major advantage of the OBD-based concept is that it is independent of
GPS and thus:



capable to work in all environments (including tunnels, skyscraper canyons,
etc.),



protects the privacy (since no location is ever captured or saved on the device),



can be installed with little effort, requiring minimal skill and no wire
harnessing,
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requires no new deployment of infrastructure (except as described for
automated enforcement and VMT ‘surcharges’ for specialized facilities), and



makes it possible to retrofit all vehicles manufactured after 1996, when OBDII were introduced nationwide, what will significantly increase the fleet
coverage.

The model developed in Minnesota allows adjust the VMT fee ‘rate’ based on
the fuel efficiency and the carbon footprint for that vehicle year and model (contained
in the VIN data). The model also allows for plug-in hybrids and electric vehicles to
pay their fair share for road use.
In addition, Minnesota concept can also be used for trucks, with adjustments
made for additional information to capture data for the towed trailer on combination
trucks (time stamp indicating when trailer is hitched and unhitched, number of axles
on trailer, gross vehicle weight, etc.). For example, an RFID reader on the cab can
capture data about the trailer from an RFID tag on the trailer, or other wired or
wireless communication methods can be used to communicate such information to the
device in the cab.
The system proposed in Minnesota is particularly suited for quick deployment
on a very large scale, and can be carried out independently of other methods that may
address different road user charging policies. (20)

Heavy Goods Vehicle (HGV) – Germany (2005)
The German “Heavy Goods Vehicle (HGV)” tolling system, the largest
functioning VMT charging system presently deployed and the most technically
advanced system of its kind (VMT charges are based on GPS travel data) in the
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world. Unlike other models, German model was specifically designed to collect VMT
fee from a specific category representing heavy fleet vehicles. (21)
The major component of the system, on-board units (OBU), consist of a GPS
receiver, memory that stores a custom-developed digital map of the tolled corridor, a
processor that carries out the map matching algorithms, and a cellular communication
system. These are mounted on the dash and hard-wired into the power system of the
truck (see figure 9):

Figure 9. A Schematic of German HGV VMT Fee System.
Image Source: Robinson, 2008

Trip data from each OBU-equipped vehicle transferred via GSM network to a
processing center, and vehicle owner periodically get charged for the miles traveled
within the road network.
In 2008, the HGV VMT system tolled about 14.1 billion vehicle-miles (only
vehicles with gross vehicle weight above 12 metric tons has been tolled), with the
total revenues about $5.3 Billion. (21)
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Preliminary results from Germany indicate that there are clear benefits to
implement a high-tech VMT fee for selected fleets, at least during the initial period.
First, as the system target only the largest and the heaviest vehicles, it require just
over one percent of all vehicles in the country to be equipped with GPS-based OBU.
Next, because VMT fee that can be collected from heavy vehicles significantly higher
then VMT fee collected from lighter vehicles, implementation of GPS-based VMT
system for the first category of vehicles is the most economically efficient. Finally,
the ability to track large commercial vehicles is widely seen as a benefit for the
majority of stakeholders as it provide little or no privacy treats but allows better
logistics, safety and security.
Following the initial success of the HGV VMT system, German authorities are
looking to expand the system to cover other roads in the country. (22)

Florida Turnpike Enterprise ETC (2011)
In February 2011, Florida’s Turnpike Enterprise (FTE) implemented allelectronic, no-cash tolling – a safer, more efficient, seamless method of collecting
tolls from customers on a 47-mile Turnpike segment between Florida City and the
Miami-Dade/Broward County line. (23)
Since the introduction of SunPass in 1999, the Turnpike’s goal has been to
eliminate cash toll collection on its roads because electronic tolling is the safest, most
convenient and most efficient way to pay tolls. Today, 81 percent of all toll
transactions on the entire Turnpike System of roads are done with SunPass, and the
numbers keep growing. (23)
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Figure 10. Florida Turnpike ETC Toll Gantry at Bird Road.
Image Source: FTE Flickr Photostream.

The major advantages of the ETC implementation cited by the FTE include
the following:


Improved safety as ETC eliminates a driver's need to make a decision at the
toll collection point, thereby removing traffic conflicts between cash
customers and SunPass customers.



Higher convenience to road users as there is no need to slow down or stop to
pay tolls, which will be collected electronically through SunPass pre-paid
accounts or through Toll-by-Plate.



Environmental improvements as the amount of noise and auto emissions is
reduced at the tolling locations, which results in less air pollution and less
traffic noise for nearby residents.
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Monetary savings as a result of reduction of fuel consumption by eliminating
stop-and-go driving. In addition, cash and TOLL-BY-PLATE customers who
sign up for SunPass will save money, on average 25 percent, by using SunPass
to pay their tolls.

Customers who elected to register their SunPass are eligible to receive a toll
credit for the price of the transponder. Customers without transponder are charged
tolls by means of ALPR (TOLL-BY-PLATE). TOLL-BY-PLATE is a toll collection
method that takes a photo of a vehicle’s license plate as it travels through a Turnpike
tolling location. TOLL-BY-PLATE customers receive a monthly bill for the tolls,
plus a $2.50 administrative charge, to the registered owner of the vehicle. Monthly
administrative fee can be deferred by setting an account with FTE.

3.3 A Comparative Review of Alternative Financing Approaches

Based on the background information presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, it is
clear that there are a number of alternative financing approaches that are capable to
provide significant revenues for the Federal and State transportation budget.
However, it is also worth to mention that current major source of
transportation revenues, fuel tax, is an extremely effective and efficient source of
revenue and is capable to provide sufficient funds necessary to support transportation
investments. Examples of benefits of the fuel tax are:



Fuel tax is inexpensive and easy to collect. Currently, less then 1% of total
revenue is spent on purposes associated with tax collection.
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Fuel tax is a good proxy for traveled miles.



Fuel taxes “charges” road users proportionally to traffic conditions. If there is
a delay on the road, vehicle consumes more gasoline, hence providing a proxy
to congestion pricing.



Most of the fuel is used in the same area where it is sold; hence the revenue
from the fuel tax will be received by the jurisdiction that is responsible for the
maintenance of roads that are used by the vehicle. (The only exceptions from
this rule are the heavy vehicle category, such as large truck-trailer
combinations and intercity buses that are often cross boundaries of multiple
jurisdictions during a single trip)



Fuel tax is easy to administer and enforce as number of federal and state
taxpayers is quite limited (there are less then 2,000 wholesale fuel distributors
nationwide).



Fuel tax has minimal evasion potential as it provides very little means and
incentives to end users to avoid taxes.



Fuel tax has no related privacy concerns.



Fuel tax promotes newer, more fuel efficient, safer and environmentally
cleaner vehicles, and



According to latest surveys related to public acceptance of different
transportation financing approaches, fuel tax has the highest approval rates,
especially if revenues are going to be spent on maintenance of road
infrastructure. (24)
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Hence, the main reason for current transportation budget shortfalls on both
State and Federal levels is not inefficiency of the fuel tax, but the lack of mechanisms
that would adjust it to inflation.
While some may argue that continuous increase of fuel tax may lead to even
higher level of inflation, the impact of tax escalation on both the National economy
and consumers should be insignificant, especially taken into account recent dramatic
fluctuations of fuel prices. For example, the proposed 10¢ fuel tax increase required to
maintain the current federal surface transportation program level (1) is equal to
additional charge of:



½¢ per mile



$5 a month per vehicle



$9 a month per household

The estimates above are based on 1.89 vehicles per household and 11,818
miles driven per vehicle (2006 Highway Statistics), and 20.4 average MPG (EIA 2008
estimates). (1)
Fuel tax is adjustment to the current consumer price index and the following
escalation proportionally with inflation rate on a yearly basis could prevent the
transportation budget deficit for at least another decade (25), and allow a valuable
time for comprehensive evaluation of alternative financing approaches.
For example, an additional time is necessary to address multiple challenges of
the proposed VMT fee implementation, many of which are too significant to be
ignored. Some of the most important VMT fee challenges are listed below:
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High-tech VMT fee collection, which is most popular among the
transportation officials and policymakers, will be very expensive to
implement, as it require furnishing dedicated equipment on millions of
vehicles and thousands of gas stations.



Higher operation (or revenue collection) costs, expensive system maintenance
and costly billing disputes resolution.



Reliability concerns due to tremendous increase in system complexity.



Security concerns, because such complex systems are more prone to security
attack and lower ability to identify and enforce evasion.



Privacy concerns as proposed GPS-based in-vehicle equipment is technically
capable to track road users.



Auditability concerns due to extreme system complexity, tremendous number
of processed transactions, and conflicting requirements to minimize travel data
collection and storage to protect privacy.



Equity concerns to some categories road users, such as owners of light and
fuel-efficient vehicles, unless far more complex and cumbersome gradual fee
schedule will be implemented.

Yet another way to collect VMT fee, never explored in details but suggested
for consideration by the author of this research, is a low-tech approach when VMT fee
is collected on a basis of odometer and/or OBD unit installed on all U.S. vehicles
manufactured since 1996. This approach lack most of the disadvantage of high-tech
approaches discussed above while still possessing some major advantages of VMT
fee, which make it another viable alternative to fuel tax. Details on concept of
operation of low-tech VMT fee approach will be discussed later in the report.
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Based on discussion presented above, the following road user fee approaches
were selected for further consideration:



GPS-based VMT fee collected at the pump,



VMT fee collected at vehicle inspection stations on a basis of odometer or
OBD readings, and



Variable tolls on existing toll roads and roads not currently tolled preferably
collected with open road tolling technology.

While the first of the selected approaches is based on Oregon model, the
second approach is a variation of VMT fee concept explored in Minnesota, modified
in order to reduce operating costs by calculating the fee at the state vehicle inspection
station. As quite a few states currently do not have any vehicle inspection program, it
is suggested that this concept will be implemented first at states where vehicle
inspection programs are already established. Also, taking into account political
realities, the proposed VMT fee is suggested as a replacement of State fuel tax only,
while Federal fuel tax will continue to be collected from wholesalers and then
included into the fuel price at retail gas stations. A typical system is going to include
the following steps:



VMT is calculated on a basis of OBD and/or odometer readings;



VMT fee is charged on a basis of mileage traveled by the vehicle since last
inspection, when the most recent OBD and/or odometer reading was
performed;
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Customer will be provided with the option to pay entire balance of VMT fee
along with inspection fee at inspection station or pay VMT fee later by mail in
several installments.

The VMT Concept of Operations (at Vehicle Inspection Station) is presented
on figure 10:

Figure 11. VMT Concept of Operations (at Vehicle Inspection Station).

The third approach, tolls on existing toll roads and roads not currently tolled,
was selected because there are many toll facilities are widely implemented nationwide
and around the world and toll revenues collected at those facilities proved to be a
reliable source of revenue in the most congested urban areas and most demanded
freeways (26, 27). While being originally introduced hundreds of years ago (and still
existing) to collect cash from travelers, toll facilities has been changed dramatically
over the last few decades. After gradually replacing manual toll collection with
various automated toll collection technologies, modern toll facilities are currently
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moving toward Electronic Toll Collection (ETC) and open-road tolling. A
compilation of technologies utilized in toll collection over the past few decades, their
performance and accuracy are presented in Table 2:
Table 2. Toll Collection Options, Their Performance and Accuracy.
Technology

Toll Volume

Manual

Accuracy

250 - 350 VPH

98.00%

450 - 550 VPH

98.50%

500 - 700 VPH

95.00%

Magnetic Stripe Tickets

500 - 900 VPH

98.50%

ALPR

600 - 1000 VPH

85.00%

Smart Card w/Barrier

700 - 900 VPH

99.50%

ETC - Dedicated Lane w/Barrier

900 - 1100 VPH

99.96%

AETC – Open Road Tolling

1800 - 2400 VPH

99.25%

Automatic Coin Machine w/ Barrier
(several coins)
Automatic Coin Machine w/o Barrier
(one coin/token)

Data source: Opiola, 2006
The benefits of ETC in comparison to traditional manual and semi-automatic
toll collection techniques include the following (26, 27):



Congestion reduction as a result of faster customer processing rate;



Road capacity increase as a result of removing bottlenecks at a toll facility
entrance;



Dramatic reduction of operating costs – up to 10 times compare to manual toll
collection;



Fuel saving as a result of reduction or elimination of deceleration, acceleration
and idling at the toll facility. In addition, this will also reduce unnecessary
wear and tear of vehicles;
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Significant time savings, as there are no need to stop and wait in a queue to
pay toll;



Reduced pollution due to the reduction or elimination of deceleration,
acceleration and idling at the toll facility;



Reduction of labor-intensive and expensive cash handing as most (or all)
transactions will be handled electronically. This should also minimize
potential fraud;



Convenience to road user, as there is no need to carry cash;



Enhanced process of data collection for transportation agencies and urban
planners, as data can be collected, sorted and categorized automatically;



Potential for accident reduction as result of elimination of conflicting traffic
movements stemmed from the driver’s confusion that is typical to many
traditional toll facilities.

There are also a few challenges associated with implementation of ETC. Most
notable concerns related to privacy and security. (28, 29) For example, one may select
to receive a toll tag anonymously and recharge it with cash, so there is no immediate
connection between a toll tags ID and any particular vehicle or person. However, it is
more common when toll tag issuer associates the unique identifier with the name,
address and other information related to the licensed toll tag holder, as well as all
vehicles in which the toll tag may be used and the drivers who may drive those
vehicles. (30) As a privacy concern is one of the most important aspects of public
acceptance of ETC, it is vital to address and limit negative impacts associated with
implementation of this alternative.
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While it is not expected that tolls will became a dominant source of
transportation revenues, it still can provide significant funds for transportation in most
congested areas and a valuable instrument to modify driver’s behavior for
transportation agencies in order to achieve a better efficiency of transportation
facilities.
As it were discussed earlier, each of the selected road user fee approaches has
distinctive benefits and challenges associated with its implementation. Table 3
presents a summary of potential benefits for fuel tax and three alternative user-based
financing approaches using the following parameters: Revenue Potential, Revenue
Stability, Cost Equity, Revenue Distribution Equity, Economic Efficiency, and
Network Coverage:
Table 3. Potential Benefits Associated with Selected Road User Fee Approaches.
Parameters
Revenue
Potential
Revenue
Stability
Cost Equity
Revenue
Distribution
Equity
Economic
Efficiency
Network
Coverage

Gas Tax

VMT Fee as a
Part of Vehicle
Inspection

VMT Fee
at Pump

Toll Roads
(Cash/Electronic)

High

High

High

Low/Medium

Low/Medium

High

High

Medium

Low

High

High

High

Low

Medium

High

High

Medium

Medium

High

High/Medium

High

High

High

Low

Revenue potential is directly related to the size of user base or network
coverage and is expected to be high for all approaches, with the exception of tolls.
Toll roads represent a small portion of the entire road network and total number of
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road users, and hence the expected revenue stream collected with this approach
somewhat limited. Both VMT fee approaches score high on revenue stability, because
they are independent of the technology that propels the fleet of vehicles and route
choice. The fuel tax is the only approach that performs poorly in terms of cost equity,
because historically, in most states, it has failed to charge an appropriate road user fee
to heavy vehicles in proportion to damage to the roadway surface. The VMT fee
collected at the pump and tolls score high at revenue distribution equity. VMT fee
collected at the pump is the only approach that can provide direct feedback to road
users on the marginal costs of their trips (tolls can do the same only if congestion
pricing will be implemented), hence promoting better use of transportation facilities.
Overall, both VMT based fee approaches appear to have a great deal of potential in
terms of all of the evaluation parameters. Both approaches should be subjected to
further evaluation for consideration.
Table 4 summarizes the challenges that may be encountered in the
implementation of the four road user fee approaches. These challenges relate to
capital and operational costs, privacy, security concerns, and fuel efficiency:
Table 4. Potential Challenges Associated with Selected Road User Fee
Approaches.
Parameters

Fuel
Tax

VMT Fee as a Part
of Vehicle
Inspection

VMT Fee
at Pump

Tolls
(Cash/Electronic)

Capital Costs

Low

Low/Medium

High

Medium

Operational
Costs

Low

Low/Medium

High

High /Medium

Privacy
Concerns

Low

Low

High

Low/Medium

Low

Low/Medium

High

Medium

Yes

Possibly

Possibly

No

Security
Concerns
Promote Fuel
Efficiency?
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The fuel tax has the lowest capital and operational costs among the four
approaches, with the VMT fee as a part of the inspection station as the runner-up.
Both the fuel tax and VMT fee as a part of vehicle inspection have little or no privacy
concerns and both approaches score well in terms of security. In addition, the fuel tax
has the potential to promote sustainability and fuel efficiency, as do both VMT fee
approaches, provided they use a flexible fee schedule that will encourage the use of
fuel-efficient vehicles. However, flexible fee schedules could increase operational
costs. Overall, the fuel tax has the minimum number of challenges and has proven to
be a well-established and refined finance mechanism. However, the VMT fee as a part
of a vehicle inspection program has the potential in the short-term to serve as an
alternative to the fuel tax.
Because privacy and security related issues are vital for system acceptance by
the general public and by the political decision makers (31), they were analyzed in
additional details. Table 5 summarizes the level of potential security threats for the
four road user fee approaches. Potential threats include organized crime, cloned tags,
jammed GPS, and odometer rollback. Organized crime has moderate potential
severity for fuel tax evasion and minimal impacts on other road user fee approaches.
Cloned tags present a moderate threat for VMT fee at pump and toll operations, with
no effect on other approaches. Jammed GPS will only affect VMT at pump approach,
where it can potentially be a significant threat. Odometer rollback could be a
moderate potential threat to both VMT fee approaches but not to the fuel tax or toll
operations.
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Table 5. Security Concerns for Different User Fee Approaches.
Potential
Security
Issue/Risk

Fuel Tax

VMT Fee at
Inspection
Station

VMT Fee at
Pump

Tolls

Organized Crime

Moderate

Low

Low

Low

Cloned Tags

None

None

Moderate

Moderate

Jammed GPS

None

None

High

None

Odometer
Rollback

None

Moderate

(Moderate)

None

Table 6 suggests some corresponding security countermeasures for the threats
discussed in Table 5. The main evaluation criteria here are countermeasure cost and
its effectiveness. Organized crime countermeasures are going to be moderately
expensive while highly efficient, as this kind of tax evasion is extremely rare and can
be rather easily enforced due to very limited number of taxpayers. On the other hand,
cloned tags will require significant effort to provide desirable level of security.
Prevention of GPS signal jamming should be moderately expensive task, while
countermeasures cannot be a complete success due to the nature of the GPS signal
that may be lost to natural obstacles on its path, such as urban “canyons”. Overall, the
fuel tax and the VMT fee at inspection station have the least number and severity of
security challenges as well as the least expensive and most effective countermeasures.
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Table 6. Security Countermeasures.
Potential
Security
Issue/Risk
Organized Crime

Cloned Tags

Jammed GPS
Odometer
Rollback

Security
Countermeasure

Countermeasure
Cost

Countermeasure
Effectiveness

Moderate

High

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

Low

High

Policy
Refinement/Law
Enforcement
Communication
Encryption/
Authentication
Malfunction
Monitoring/Law
Enforcement
OBD Data
Check/Law
Enforcement

Table 7 discusses the level of potential privacy threats for the four road user
fee approaches. Potential threats include location and driving habits/patterns tracking
as well as other potential privacy threats. VMT fee at pump has moderate level of
potential privacy concerns in all three categories, while the fuel tax has potentially no
privacy concerns.
Table 7. Privacy Concerns for Different User Fee Approaches.
Potential privacy
Issue/Risk

Fuel
Tax

VMT Fee at
Inspection
Station

VMT Fee at
Pump

Tolls

Location Tracking

None

None

Moderate

Low/Moderate

Driving
Habits/Patterns

None

Low

Moderate

Low/Moderate

Other Privacy
Treats

None

Low

Moderate

Low/Moderate
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Table 8 offers potential privacy countermeasures for the four alternative
transportation finance approaches. The main evaluation criteria here are
countermeasure costs and effectiveness. It is shown that for most of the potential
privacy threats countermeasures can be quite effective at a moderate cost of
implementation.
Table 8. Privacy Countermeasures.
Potential Privacy
Issue/Risk

Privacy
Countermeasure

Countermeasure
Cost

Countermeasure
Effectiveness

Location Tracking

On-Board Data
Processing; OpenSource Software
and Hardware

Moderate

High

Driving
Habits/Patterns

On-Board Data
Processing; OpenSource Software
and Hardware

Moderate

High

Other Privacy
Treats

Data Encryption

Low

Moderate

Overall, it appears that the fuel tax and VMT fee at inspection have little or no
grounds for privacy concerns, while tolls and VMT at a pump may require moderate
additional expenditures to address public concerns on potential privacy threats.
In summary, all four road user-based financing approaches that were identified
and assessed in terms of potential benefits and challenges have their specific strengths
and weaknesses and should be a subject for further consideration and evaluation by
State DOTs. As some studies pointed out (10, 25, 32), major challenges with
alternative approaches will include cost of implementation, privacy, security, and
public acceptance.
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CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

4.1 Research Objectives
As presented in Section 2, the research has the following objectives:



Design a conceptual framework to assist state transportation policy makers
and administrators in the formulation of alternative financing approaches that
consider policy objectives, revenue sources, short and long range impacts, and
other factors.



Formulate alternative financing approaches and perform a preliminary
evaluation of impacts to meet short and long range statewide transportation
financing needs.



Develop analytical methods to evaluate approaches in terms of capital and
operating costs, revenues, changes in travel behavior, and other impacts, such
as equity and privacy.



Illustrate the application of the conceptual framework and analytical
methods in a case study on the example of implementation of all-electronic
tolls on I-93 in Boston, Massachusetts.

4.2 Research Tasks
In order to achieve the objectives stated above, the following tasks should be
accomplished:
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Task 1: Design a conceptual framework to assist state transportation policy
makers and administrators in the identification of alternative financing
approaches.



Task 2: Define in detail alternative financing approaches suitable for
consideration in each state that will be subjected to further evaluation; perform
a preliminary evaluation of impacts associated with each approach.



Task 3: Develop analytical methods to assist state transportation policy makers
and administrators in evaluation of alternative financing approaches.



Task 4: Illustrate the application of the conceptual framework and analytical
methods in a case study on the example of implementation of all-electronic
tolls on I-93 in Boston, Massachusetts.

4.3 Results

Task 1: Design a conceptual framework to assist state transportation policy
makers and administrators in the identification of alternative financing
approaches.
As presented in a number of studies (7, 8, 13, 14, 19, 33, 34), key policy
objectives that would lead to selection of a specific alternative financing approach, or
set of approaches, may include the following:



Revenue sufficiency: The financing approaches should provide significant
revenue needed to fund future transportation investments.



Revenue stability: The sources of revenues should not be significantly affected
by changes in vehicle propulsion technology, the economy, and other factors.
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Equity and fairness in revenue collection: The financial responsibility of users
should be proportional to the use of facilities.



Fair revenue distribution: States and local entities should receive a fair share
of revenues that will be proportional to the utilization of facilities those
entities are responsible for.



Implementation cost: New revenue sources should not impose substantial
burdens either on users, taxpayers, the transportation agency, or on private
sector entities.



Fuel efficiency: It is desirable that new sources of revenues promote a wider
acceptance of new, eco-friendly technologies.



Economic efficiency: It is desirable that new sources of revenues facilitate a
more efficient utilization of existing transportation infrastructure.

A conceptual framework to aid state transportation policymakers in
identifying alternative financing approaches is presented on the Figure 12.

Figure 12. A Proposed Conceptual Framework.
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It is clear from the framework, that in order to achieve various policy
objectives as discussed above different sources of revenue should be selected, that
will lead to a variety of long and short term of implications and will result in different
potential impacts. Implicit in the conceptual framework are the following premises:



A comprehensive transportation financing strategy in each state will likely
include a set of user fee-based approaches rather then a single approach,
together with perhaps non-user based approaches.



It is difficult to achieve multiple policy objectives (e.g. maximize revenue,
improve fairness in cost and revenue distribution, promote environmental
sustainability) with the use of a single financing approach.



A carefully selected set of approaches will help maximize the strengths of
each approach while minimizing its drawbacks.

Task 2: Define in detail the alternative financing approaches suitable for further
consideration in each State that will be subjected to an impact evaluation.
Perform preliminary evaluation of impacts associated with each approach.
In order to perform analysis of alternatives, a Modified Base Case Scenario
(later referred as a “Base Case”), that include a current fuel tax increased by 19 cents
per gallon to capture losses due to inflation since the last tax increase and with future
automatic adjustments to Consumer Price Index has been established to serve as a
benchmark
As it was established earlier, the selection of alternative approaches should be
done on the basis of policy objectives and a preliminary cost analysis including
capital and operating expenses. In addition, the selection of each approach should take
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into account to the extent appropriate political issues and concerns in each state, and
sometimes also in neighboring states.
On the basis of the number of studies (7, 8, 20, 26, 27) the following set of
alternative financing approaches have been identified as approaches that have the
potential to replace or supplement the existing fuel tax as a low cost, stable and
reliable source of revenue:

Alternative One:


VMT fee collected at the pump and calculated on a basis of GPS time/zone
data and OBD/odometer mileage with or without additional axle/weight
coefficient for all road users to serve as the main single source of state
transportation revenues.

Alternative Two:


VMT fee collected at the pump and calculated on a basis of OBD/odometer
mileage for all road users to serve as a major source of state transportation
revenues.



Fuel Tax (at a lower rate) remains as a “green fee” to promote more rapid
adoption of “clean” vehicle technologies.

Alternative Three:


For heavy vehicles, VMT fee collected at specially designated fuel stations
and calculated on a basis of GPS time/zone data and OBD/odometer mileage
with additional axle/weight coefficient.
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For all other vehicles, including motorcycles, VMT fee collected at safety
inspection stations on basis of OBD/Odometer mileage.



Fuel tax (at a lower rate) remains as “green fee” to promote more rapid
adoption of “clean” vehicle technologies, and remains as an important source
of federal revenues.



Tolls on existing and new roads with flexible fee schedule that may vary by
the road demand and/or time of the day (e.g congestion pricing) to serve as an
additional source of state revenues.

Table 9 provides preliminary estimates of costs and revenues as well as a summery of
other impacts associated with implementation of Base Case Scenario and Alternatives
1, 2, and 3:
Table 9. Costs, Revenues, and Other Impacts: Base Case and Alternatives 1, 2,
and 3.
Parameters

Base Case

Alternative 1:

Alternative 2:

Alternative 3:

Revenue
Potential

Up to
$1.3 Billion

Up to
$1.5 Billion

More than
$1.5 Billion

Up to $2.0
Billion

Capital
Costs

About
$0

About
$1 Billion

About
$300 Million

About
$250 Million

Operational
Costs

Less than
$10 Million

More than
$100 Million

Less than
$100 Million

Less than
$75 Million

Both
Both
Total VMT
Total VMT
Total VMT
Reduction,
Other
Reduction
Reduction
Time of the
Impacts
and
and
Day and
Route Shift
Route Shift
Route Shift
Are Possible
Are Possible
Are Possible
Note: List of assumptions and detailed calculations for revenue estimates presented in
Table 9 can be found in Appendix A.
No
Significant
Impacts are
Expected
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As it can be observed from the table, all alternatives has a potential to provide
revenues in excess of existing fuel tax, even if it will be increased to capture losses
resulted from inflation for the last two decades (about 19 cents per gallon) and is
going to be tied with the Consumer Price Index (CPI) to avoid further deterioration of
revenues. On the other hand, all three alternatives will cost more to implement and
operate. As it can be observed from Table 9, Alternative 3 apparently represent the
most balanced solution with significant potential to increase user fee revenues for the
transportation budget, while requiring fairly moderate additional capital investments
and operational costs.

Task 3: Develop analytical methods to assist state transportation policy makers
and administrators in evaluation of alternative financing approaches.

The need for improved analytical methods to evaluate the impacts of
alternative financing approaches is well documented (3, 35) and as suggested above
such an evaluation will be a complex challenge. This research provides a generalized
equation form as well as demonstrates an illustrative example of the specific case
study performed for an ETC implementation for the road that is not currently tolled
that can serve as a guide for evaluation of impacts of other alternative financing
approaches. For the purpose of evaluation of the impacts of placing tolls on interstate
highways where tolls are not presently charged, it is proposed in this research that the
value of each anticipated impact be defined in terms costs and benefits with the use of
one or more types of variables as defined below (5):
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Monetary Variables: these variables represent impacts that have a direct dollar
value; examples include the expense incurred to purchase and install toll
collection equipment (cost) and the amount of toll revenue collected (benefit);



Non-Monetary, Monetizable Variables: these are variables that represent
impacts not measured with direct dollar value (as is the case with monetary
variables) but can be reasonably converted into monetary units; an example is
the anticipated reduction (benefit) or the increase (cost) in user travel time;
and



Qualitative Variables: these are variables that represent potential benefits and
costs of anticipated impacts not easily measured in monetary units (as is the
case with the other two types of variables above); examples may be the
benefits associated with anticipated shifts in travel modes by road users; with
the provision of reduced tolls for selected population segments (e.g. local
residents); or with preserving privacy.

A general formulation of impacts for each financing alternative, in its
generalized form, may be represented as follows:
Va   M b   M c   N b   N c and ( Q);

Where:
Va is a total value of the impacts of each financing alternative
Mb is a monetary benefit
Mc is a monetary cost, usually a negative (-) value
Nb is a non-monetary, monetizable benefit
Nc is a non-monetary, monetizable cost , usually a negative (-) value, and
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Q is a qualitative variable, which is analyzed separately.

To assess the total value, Va, two analytical methods are proposed. Because
the units of the qualitative variables are not in dollars, it is proposed that the impacts
associated with these variables be analyzed separately (Method 2) from the impacts
represented with monetary and non-monetary, monetizable variables (Method 1).
Both methods are briefly described below and their application is illustrated in the
Case Study in the next section of the research.

Method 1: Analyzing Monetary and Non-monetary, Monetaizable Variables
To analyze impacts that can be measured with monetary and non-monetary,
monetizable variables, it is proposed that the Net Present Value method be used in the
following form:

n

NPV  
i 1

M b, j ,n
(1  i)

n

n


i 1

M c , j ,n
(1  i)

n

N b, j ,n

n


i 1

(1  i)

n

n


i 1

N c , j ,n
(1  i ) n

;

Where:
NPV is a net present value for an alternative toll based financing approach,
Mb,j,n is a monetary benefit for variable j during the year n,
Mc,j,n is a monetary cost for variable j during the year n,
Nb,j,n is a non-monetary monetizable benefit for variable j during the year n,
Nc,j,n is a non-monetary monetizable cost for variable j during the year n,
and
i is a selected discount rate.
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Examples of monetary benefits for a toll based financing approach will be toll
revenues and other revenues from concessions and advertising. Monetary costs, for
example, will include capital and operating costs to implement the toll financing
approach including, for example, the initial cost of toll equipment and recurring
operating and maintenance expenses. Non-monetary, monetizable benefits may
include time savings and accident reductions as a result perhaps of less congestion.
Non-monetary, monetizable costs may include, as and example, time savings and
accident reductions as a result perhaps of higher congestion on alternative secondary
routes resulted by traffic shifts from the toll facility. To depict visually the Net
Present Value for each toll financing approach, it is proposed that cost-benefit streams
should be prepared. The application of Method 1 is illustrated in the next section.

Method 2: Analyzing Qualitative Variables
Method 2 is proposed in order to assess impacts expressed with qualitative
variables which by definition as stated above are not measured in monetary units. (36)
Method 2 consists of three steps as described below.
The first step includes the development of a grading system to assess each
impact. As letter grading is widely accepted in the transportation community (for
example, in the conduct of highway capacity analyses), a grading system consisting of
levels A through F is proposed here. Impacts that may be assessed with a grading
system, as proposed in Tables 10, 12, and 13, include privacy, equity, and route and
mode shift.
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Privacy Impacts
When processing transportation data, privacy protection is paramount for
public acceptance in transportation. While it is recognized, that it is not possible to
provide absolute privacy for users of modern transportation facilities, it is still
desirable to provide a level of privacy protection that will be considered acceptable by
the majority of the travelers. (28, 37)

It should be pointed out, that while there were some attempts to create an
evaluation framework to quantify location privacy, (38) currently there is no
evaluation system developed to assess and quantify privacy for users of transportation
facilities. This dissertation will attempt to provide a basis to begin to create such a
system.

The processing of transportation data consists of at lease three areas: data
collection, data storage and transfer, and data access.

In the area of data collection, key questions that may affect privacy include:



What information is being collected about travelers?



What is the quality and level of details of the data?



How often is information being collected?

In the area of data storage and transfer, key questions that may affect privacy
include:


How is data about travelers stored?
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What data is stored and transferred?



How is data transferred?

In the area of data access, key questions that may affect privacy include:



Who can access the data?



What data can be accessed?



How is the data accessed?

In this research, we will focus on the area of data collection and the ways in
which privacy can be assessed. Also, we will discuss the relationship between traveler
privacy protection and the utility of the collected data. Data to be collected about
travelers may include demographic information, time and location of entrance/exit of
the system, and other information about traveler and the trip. Level of details and
quality of information about the road user may vary from low (when the data
processing system is capable to recognize that a “2-axle vehicle” has entered the
facility) to high (when the system is capable to identify the license plate and/or people
inside of the vehicle). Frequency of collecting information about road users may vary
from discrete single snapshots at the specific time/location (say, toll gate) through
continuous vehicle tracking by mean of GPS an a communication device.

Researchers have defined privacy in a variety of ways. According to
Pfitzmann et al (39), privacy can be defined in terms of five attributes:



Anonymity - the state of being not identifiable within a set of users, known as
the anonymity set. To enable anonymity of a user, there always has to be an
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appropriate set of other users with potentially the same attributes. In a toll road
environment, anonymity means that there is no vehicle-specific information is
going to be collected. The toll is collected on a basis generic of vehicle
classification - say, a 3-axle truck. As a result, each vehicle will not be
identifiable within the anonymity set, in the presented example, of 3-axle
vehicles.


Pseudonymity – means that a pseudonym is used for identification. Therefore,
users can be identified through their pseudonym but they remain
anonymous as far as their real identity is concerned. Each pseudonym refers to
exactly one user account, invariant over time, and is not transferred to other
user accounts. For example, vehicle that uses an unregistered transponder is
going to be identified by transponder’s alphanumeric ID. This method allows
transportation authority to charge a toll from users, and provide possibility
collect information that can be used to improve facility operations, while
traveler remains anonymous.



Unlinkability - means that a user may make multiple uses of resources or
services without others being able to link these uses together. It requires users
to be unable to determine whether the same user caused certain specific
operations in the system. In a transportation environment this privacy attribute
usually is more difficult to preserve because many facilities need at least an
entrance and an exit points to provide system and user security and
accountability. For example, as the point data of each individual trip on a toll
road is being recorded and stored using the transponder ID, then even though
the transponder owner’s identity will remain anonymous, stored data will allow
traveler to dispute charges if an accounting mistake has been made.
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Fortunately, latest trends in encryption technology, such as electronic cash (ecash), demonstrates that preserving traveler’s trip data may be achieved
without sacrifice of data that is essential for facility operations.


Undetectability - means that the potential attacker cannot sufficiently
distinguish whether the specific user exists or not. This privacy attribute may
also be difficult to preserve in a transportation environment. However, a robust
cryptographic protocol established, for example, between the transponder and a
toll reader, as well as other security procedures may make an eavesdropping by
the third-party attacker very difficult.



Unobservability: Ensures that a user may use a resource or service without
others, especially third parties, being able to observe that the resource or
service is being used. Similarly to the previous privacy attribute,
undetectability, is also difficult to preserve, as toll road ability to detect and
observe its users during the period that they use the facility is an essential part
of toll operations. However, users can be efficiently “hidden” and remain
anonymous in the system, when robust cryptographic protocol is implemented,
along with some other security procedures.

Each of privacy attributes discussed above can be protected in varying degree
depending on the specific transportation environment, prevailing traffic conditions,
and many other factors. In order to facilitate the evaluation of privacy, a combined
exposure level of privacy attributes will be assessed as presented in Table 10 and later
discussed in more details in the illustrative example in the next section. This
combined level of privacy incorporates all five attributes as defined by Pfitzmann.
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Table 10. Rating Scale to Assess Privacy Impacts.
Level
of Privacy
A

B

C

D

E

F

Brief Description
No ability to detect or
track vehicles or
individuals
Low ability to detect or
track vehicles or
individuals
Medium ability to detect
or track vehicles or
individuals
High ability to detect or
track vehicles or
individuals
Very High ability to detect
or track vehicles or
individuals
Full ability to detect or
track vehicles and
individuals inside and out
of the vehicle

Example/Comment
No detection
Manual data extraction from selective
single-location, single-source records (e.g.
recorded video)
Automatic data extraction (e.g. ALPR)
from single location, single-source records
Automatic data extraction from multiple
location, single-source data records
Automatic data extraction from multiple
location, multiple-source data records (e.g.
video and toll transponder)
Automatic data extraction from continuous
multiple-source data records (e.g. GPS,
cellular transmitter, live HD video and
ALPR)

Table 10 provides an example of a proposed rating scale to assess privacy
qualitatively. Letter “A” is the highest available grade and represents an ideal
situation of “absolute” privacy, while letter “F” represents the lowest available grade,
a situation with an absolute lack of privacy. Major factors that may affect privacy
include technology applications, density of toll equipment installations, presence of
cameras and other sensor technologies, and a choice of payment system.
While some privacy attributes are somewhat similar and can be easily assessed
together (i.e. anonymity and pseudonimity; undetectability and unobservability), the
combination of all five attributes for assessment simultaneously may be a challenge.
As a result, there are several approaches to evaluate privacy on a basis of combined
exposure level. One approach is to assess privacy on a basis of the weakest, or the
least protected attribute. Another approach is to assess privacy on a basis of the
attribute that is considered as the most important by a decision maker. Selection of a
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proper evaluation approach is an important task that should be performed with respect
of specific transportation system where evaluation of privacy is required.
Table 11 provides a brief summary of levels of privacy attributes associated
with use of payment systems on toll roads and other highways on a basis of the rating
scale proposed in Table 10. As there is a direct correlation between levels of
anonymity and pseudonimity, as well as between undetectability and unobservability
in the toll road environment, those attributes of privacy are combined in Table 11 and
graded together in the same column. User fee collection systems include traditional
toll roads; open road tolling that represent a current trend in collecting tolls; and
vehicle mile traveled (VMT) fee. The VMT fee has been tested in several pilot
studies, such as the Puget Sound Project in Seattle, and is envisioned as another
alternative to charging toll with or without congestion pricing option on selected
highways. (17)
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Table 11. Levels Privacy Provided to Road User by Various Payment Systems.
User Fee
Collection
System
Traditional
Toll Road

Open Road
Tolling

Technology
Applications
None/Video
Enforcement
Smart Card
Reader/Video
Enforcement
E-Cash
Technology
Unregistered
Transponder/ALP
R Enforcement
Registered
Transponder/ALP
R Enforcement
ALPR

Level of Privacy**
Anonymity/
Undetectability/
Unlinkability
Pseudonimity
Unobservability

Payment
Systems

Convenience
to Users

Operational
Cost*

Cash, Token

Low

High

B

B

B

Smart Card

Medium

Medium

C

C

C

E-Cash

High

Low(?)

A(?)***

A(?)***

A(?)***

Cash

High

Low

B

E

D

Credit Card

High

Low

D

E

D

Mail-In
Medium-High
Medium
D
E
D
VMT Fee on
In-vehicle
Selected
Various
High
Medium
D
E
E
GPS/GSM
Highways
Note: *Operational cost to collect payments. ** Typical levels are shown. ***It is assumed here that the levels of privacy may be high
due to the assumption that E-Cash payment systems will employ advanced cryptographic techniques and innovative engineering design
approaches. Some researchers also claim that such techniques and approaches may be integrated into the design of a VMT fee system and
have the potential of improving the levels of privacy shown here.
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As it can be observed from Table 11, a combination of the user fee
collection system, technology applications and payment type create a wide variety of
options that can either increase or decrease levels of privacy. A general observation
that can be made from Table 11 is that lower levels of technology applications and
cash-based payment systems generally help to preserve privacy, though the level of
protection may vary between privacy attributes.
While privacy attributes are affected differently depending on a combination
of factors, but both anonymity and pseudonimity generally can be better protected
than other privacy attributes. The main reason for that phenomenon is the fact that
identifiers used in the system (such as license plates, registered transponders and
credit cards) though usually associated to someone’s account, still can be fairly easily
transferred within some group of people. For example, a friend or a family member
can borrow a car registered for a primary owner; a transponder can be used
collectively by a group of co-workers; a credit card or a SmartCard account can be
associated with a group of people or even be anonymous (such as prepaid
AMEX/VISA/MasterCard). On the other hand, unlinkability may be the least
protected attribute of privacy. The reason for that is the high level of requirements for
security and accountability in the business environment. Limiting ability to link trips
to a specific user account can significantly impact the business performance and as a
result could potentially make service unavailable to road users.
Another very important matter concerning data collection and privacy has to
do with the utility (or usefulness) of the data (40) that allows transportation facilities
to operate more efficiently and provide additional services for road users. For our
purposes we will consider three areas of utility including payment collection, system
operations/scheduling, and marketing. (41)
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For example, if data is used for payment collection purposes, a system should
be in place to evaluate how fast, accurate, secure and reliable payments can be
collected from travelers. If data is used for system operations and scheduling
purposes, then the system should be capable to evaluate the level at which
transportation facility is operated. Finally, if data is used for marketing purposes, then
the evaluation may be done on the types of additional services that might be made
available to travelers.
It is fairly obvious, that while satisfaction of privacy requirements will require
as little as possible information to be collected about the road users, utility
requirements are different. Hence, the goal of transportation professionals and
decision makers is to find an optimal balance between the privacy and utility, as well
as identify additional improvements that may be introduced in order to maximize
utility while trying to protect traveler privacy.
Figure 13 provides a graphic representation of the “basic” privacy-utility
“linear” relationship along with an “enhanced” relationship curve that can be achieved
by implementing various engineering, organizational, and legal methods to improve
either protection of privacy or utility. For example, at a specific level of utility C an
initial level of privacy D (represented by point P1), can be improved to level of
privacy B (represented by point P2) if additional privacy-protecting methods are
applied. (41)
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Figure 13. Privacy-Utility Relationship: Basic and Enhanced

Adapted from: Sankar 2010

As can be observed from Figure 1, implementation of various methods can
improve protection of privacy without sacrificing utility. Ability to improve, or
enhance, basic privacy-utility relationship could help to move forward some
transportation projects that otherwise may be questioned for either lack of privacy
protection or low utility. An example of various solutions that may enhance privacy
without reducing utility may include implementation of methods that will collect only
license plate images of vehicles which either do not have a valid or properly
functioning transponder. Alternatively, other methods may include, for example,
special cryptographic protocols, an anonymous distribution of toll transponders to
road users, or implementation of Location-Privacy Protection Mechanisms (LPPMs).
It should be noted, however, that at high levels of privacy protection degradation of
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data utility is possible when traditional privacy-improving techniques are
implemented.
Another alternative solution to enhance privacy may be implementation of ecash technologies.(42) Electronic cash which may be used to pay for transportation
services utilizes a special digital signature which is anonymous but still guarantees the
recipient that the electronic payment is authentic and can be redeemed for “real”
money. The e-cash technology may have the potential to provide a major
improvement in terms of privacy by virtually eliminating the possibility to link trips
by the potential attacker. (28) This approach has a potential of providing the highest
level of utility (A) without significant deterioration of privacy and is presented on
Figure 14. As level of privacy may vary between different categories of population
(such as with age, income, education or gender), a range of possible privacy – utility
relationships has been shown.
While there are may be other factors that may affect personal perception of
privacy, it is generally accepted that privacy awareness increase with age, income and
education. Hence, it is expected that for travelers who are older and have a higher
level of income and education a perceived level of privacy treats will be closer to
lower boundary of privacy-utility relationship shown on Figure 14. On the other hand,
level of privacy concerns of those travelers who are younger and has lower levels of
income and education is expected to be closer to the upper boundary of the privacyutility relationship. Finally, it is yet to be determined, how some other demographic
factors, such as gender, will affect the perception of privacy. (41)
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Utility with e-Cash, High

Figure 14. Privacy vs Utility: Basic Relationship and Improved with e-Cash.

Image Source: Burleson at. al., 2012

While advanced privacy protecting mechanisms are important and usually
necessary, arguably the most effective and efficient way to protect traveler’s privacy
is to minimize an amount of data collected about road users. Properly identified
requirements for data collection can help to achieve a proper operation of
transportation facilities while minimizing potential for privacy concerns.
The type and amount of data required for efficient operation of a
transportation facility will vary with fee schedule and other factors. Table 12 provides
a brief summary of data collection requirements for Toll and VMT Fee operations
with different fee schedules.
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Table 12. A Summary of Data Collection Requirements for Toll and VMT Fee.

FEE
SCHEDULE

AREAS OF UTILITY
PAYMENT
SYSTEM
COLLECTION
OPERATIONS

Flat Rate

Account ID,
License Plate
(Non-payment only)

User count,
Entrance point,
Exit Point*,
Time Stamp

Distance
Based Fee

Account ID,
Entrance and Exit points,
License Plate
(Non-payment only)

User count,
Entrance point,
Exit Point,
Time Stamp

Congestion
Pricing

Account ID,
Entrance and Exit points,
Time Stamp at Entrance
and Exit points,
License Plate
(Non-payment only)

User count,
Entrance point,
Exit Point,
Time Stamp

MARKETING
User Count,
Demographics**,
Entrance point,
Exit Point*,
Time Stamp
User Count,
Demographics**,
Entrance point,
Exit Point,
Time Stamp
User Count,
Demographics**,
Entrance point,
Exit Point,
Time Stamp

User Count,
Demographics,
Special User
Entrance point,
Discounts
Exit Point**,
Time Stamp
Note: *This data can not be obtained with selected payment and a fee schedule.
**This data can be collected for selected categories of users or a fee schedules.
Account ID,
User Demographics,
License Plate
(Non-payment only)

User count,
Entrance point,
Exit Point,
Time Stamp

As it can be observed from Table 12, data collection requirements vary
depending on type of facility, fee schedule, and area of utility. In addition, if only a
single area of utility is a major concern, then the utility-privacy relationship may
favorably deviate from the “basic” relationships presented in Figure 13. While some
variability is expected within each category, it is fairly obvious that data collected on
transit facilities with flat fee schedule and intended to improve system operations
present the least potential for privacy concerns. Levels of privacy for travelers, who
using such facilities, may be expected in a range of A through B based on description
in Table 10. On the other hand, extensive data collected on all facilities for the
payment collection purposes where special user discounts are provided present the
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highest potential for privacy concerns. Levels of privacy for travelers who use such
transportation systems, depending on the facility characteristics, may be expected in a
range of C through E based on description in Table 10. All other combinations of
different facility, fee schedule, and utility area will present an average privacy
concerns with the levels in the range of B through D. All privacy ranges are based on
a high level of data utility and may be lowered, depending on policy objectives, by
either implementation of advanced privacy-protecting technologies or by decreasing
the utility requirements.

Equity Impacts
Equity is another important aspect that is crucial for the public acceptance of
the project. However, traditionally this impact was only evaluated in qualitative terms.
Table 13 presents a rating scale to assess equity impacts. While it is recognized that
equity is a difficult impact for evaluation as it can be defined in many ways, this
research will refer it to the provision of discounts for frequent toll road users (e.g.
commuters, local residents), low income groups, or other categories of the driving
population.
Table 13. Rating Scale to Assess Equity Impacts
Level of Equity
A
B
C
D
E
F

Brief Description
Discount for eligible categories of drivers equal to or better
then the discounts on other comparable facilities in the region.
Discount for eligible categories of drivers equal to 80%
discounts on other comparable facilities in the region.
Discount for eligible categories of drivers equal to 60%
discounts on other comparable facilities in the region.
Discount for eligible categories of drivers equal to 40%
discounts on other comparable facilities in the region.
Discount for eligible categories of drivers equal to 20%
discounts on other comparable facilities in the region.
No discounts available to any categories of drivers.
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Route Shift
Table 14 presents a rating scale to evaluate levels of diversion from the
mainline. While some individuals might argue that such impact could also be
measured in dollars (i.e. with monetary or non-monetary, monetizable variables), it is
not always viable to do so, especially if such analysis is too complex and if impacts of
diverted traffic on the secondary routes is not a major priority. For the purpose of
illustrative example presented in Section 5, it is proposed here that these impacts were
considered with qualitative variables for simplicity and ease of analysis in conjunction
with the application of network models available in the region. However, if route shift
wish to be considered in dollars with respect to travel time savings along the main
route or delay on alternate routes terms, then non-monetary, monetizable variables
could be employed and included in Method 1 and factored into the calculation of the
Net Present Value.
Table 14 Rating Scale to Assess Route Shift Impacts
Evaluation Level
Low (A)
Moderate-Low (B)
Moderate (C)
Moderate-High (D)
High (E)
Very High (F)

Mainline Traffic Shift, %
Less then 5
5-10
10-15
15-25
25-40
More then 40

Note: Values and grades presented in the table are presented for illustrative purpose. It is
assumed that in this specific scenario all roads in the network are saturated with traffic and
operated at levels near their capacity.

The second step in Method 2 includes the development and conduct of a
survey to determine the views and attitudes of decision-makers concerning the
impacts represented with the qualitative variables. With the use of the survey an
attempt is made to assess collectively the decision-makers attitudes, views, and
priorities of each impact represented with qualitative variables.
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In the third step, any additional capital and operational costs resulting from the
implementation of measures required to address impacts represented with qualitative
variables will be estimated. These costs will then be included in Method 1 and another
alternative financing approach with a new NPV will be considered by decisionmakers.
The next section illustrate an application of the conceptual framework and
analytical methods on the example of implementation all-electronic toll road that is
currently have no tolls in Boston, Massachusetts.
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CHAPTER 5
CASE STUDY: I-93 OPEN ROAD TOLLING (ORT) IN BOSTON AREA

5.1 An Introduction

While there are many alternative transportation financing approaches being
considered by State Departments of Transportation (DOTs), an approach being
explored by both state transportation policy makers and DOT officials is the
placement of tolls along selected interstate highways where tolls are not currently
collected. Examples of reasons for which the placement of tolls on such existing
interstate highways is being considered are:



Current transportation financing approaches do not generate sufficient
revenues to cover growing highway construction, rehabilitation, and
maintenance costs;



Charging tolls represents a simple, direct way to collect a user fee;



Placing tolls on selected interstate highways may help to restore fairness
among travelers in a region and assist in achieving regional equity goals; and



Congestion pricing as part of the toll policy may aid in accomplishing multiple
policy objectives related to congestion, air quality, and energy consumption.

Questions of interest to State transportation policymakers and administrators
who are considering these toll based approaches relate to the potential impacts or
consequences of such approaches. Examples of these questions are:
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What will be the capital and operating costs to implement toll-based
approaches on interstate highways on which tolls are not currently charged?



What are the potential levels and nature of the revenues that can be collected
with these tolls and how do these revenues compare to other financing
approaches such as fuel taxes?



What changes in demand can be expected? Will mode shifts and route
diversion occur and at what levels?



Will there be equity and privacy concerns and thus perhaps leads to challenges
in gaining public acceptance?

Currently, placement of tolls along selected interstate highways where tolls are
not currently collected is also considered for implementation in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.(43) While some people may take the position that tolls are inefficient
and an expensive way to collect a road user fee, this position is being questioned
based on recent experiences where innovations in open road tolling (ORT) technology
have been implemented successfully to collect tolls without slowing down the traffic.
(26, 27, 44) A segment of Interstate 93 (I-93) in the Boston Metropolitan Area
represents an example of the candidate for new toll installation and is shown in Figure
15.
The purpose of this section is to present a case study to illustrate the
application of the conceptual framework and analytical Methods 1 and 2, discussed in
Section 4. Central to the case study are the formulation of policy objectives for
alternative toll based approaches for I-93 as described in the conceptual framework
and the analysis of anticipated impacts associated with each toll approach. Monetary
variables will represent capital investment, operating costs and toll revenues.
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Monetizable benefits will include time savings for I-93 travelers resulted perhaps
from the less congestion after tolls are going to be imposed. Qualitative variables will
address impacts related to privacy, equity, and route shift.

Figure 15. I-93 in Boston Metropolitan Area.

The main reasons to implement toll along the I-93 in the BMA are the
following:
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Current transportation revenues are not sufficient to cover growing road
constriction and maintenance costs;



Toll roads represents a direct way to collect a user fee;



Charging toll on I-93 can help to restore fairness between travelers entering
Boston Metropolitan Area in East-West and North-South directions;



Significant portion of I-93 in Boston Metro Area has been renovated during
the “Big Dig”, yet users of the facility do not contribute their fair share to pay
debt that was a result of the project construction costs;



Congestion pricing can be implemented to provide additional policy
objectives.

5.2 Policy Objectives and Alternative Toll Scenarios

For the purposes of the I-93 case study the following objectives were established:



Toll revenues should be sufficient to cover operation and maintenance of the
facility while providing substantial revenues to support future transportation
investments.



Tolling schedule should be simple and easy to implement.



Toll charges should be fair and equitable to road users; for example, proposed
tolls should be comparable to toll currently charged on similar segments of
Massachusetts Turnpike and other toll facilities in the State.



Proposed conversion of I-93 into a toll facility should not divert significant
portion of traffic onto secondary roads.
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Road user privacy and equity concerns should be acknowledged and addressed
in system design.

In order to satisfy major objectives listed above, an open road tolling (ORT)
system on I-93 between exits 7 and 37 in the Boston Metropolitan Area has been
considered. Following an extensive preliminary evaluation, the following three toll
Scenarios were subjected to a more comprehensive evaluation:

Scenario 1:


I-93/I-128 to Downtown Boston $2



I-93/Rte.3 to Downtown Boston $2

Scenario 2:


Northern Expressway $1



Zakim Bunker Hill Bridge $1



O’Neil Tunnel $1



Southeast Expressway $1

Scenario 3:


Two segments along the Northern Expressway, $0.50 each segment



Zakim Bunker Hill Bridge, $0.50



Two segments along the O’Neil Tunnel, $0.50



Cental Artery, $0.50



Two segments along the Southeast Expressway, $0.50 each segment
and the following ramp tolls:
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New Sudbury on-ramp, $0.50 and



northbound off-ramp to Government Center, $0.50.

The first scenario has been selected for its simplicity and expected low capital
costs; the third scenario has been selected for its potential ability to improve equity
while keeping the total number of toll areas within reasonable limits; and the second
scenario was selected as a compromise solution between the first and the third
scenarios.
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5.3 Monetary and Non-Monetary, Monetizable Variables

Capital Cost Estimate
Capital cost estimates were performed for the selected toll scenarios based on
costs incurred in implementation of similar projects (22, 45) and on the basis of
estimates provided in some studies (27).
Capital cost estimates include expenses associated with construction and
purchasing of major items, such as electronic transponders (assumed to be distributed
free of charge), field equipment such as ETC receivers and ALPR, full-span gantries
to carry field equipment, processing center, and communication. The cost of minor
items is included in the contingency lump sum, which is assumed to be ten percent of
total itemized capital costs.
As the initial assumption has been made that all transponders will be
distributed free of charge (and all recipients are going to register them), any
significant number of customers who will select to purchase and recharge
transponders via cash and use it without registration can drastically reduce both
capital and operational costs, as transponders are the largest expense category for the
I-93 ETC project.
Cost of transponders has been assumed to be in the same range as cost of
transponders used by the Florida Turnpike Enterprise and by the Massachusetts
Turnpike Fast Lane. (22, 45) Cost of receivers and ALPR was estimated to be similar
to a typical cost on such kind of equipment among the major OEM (i.e. Amtech,
Mark IV, and TransCore for ETC equipment). To minimize potential downtime and
simplify the maintenance and/or replacement of malfunctioning units, the assumption
has been made that one additional unit will be purchased and stored locally for each
four units in operation.
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Also, cost estimates were performed for different types of gantries. In order to
ease maintenance of the equipment along the extremely busy urban highway segment,
more expensive EZ-access gantries are recommended for installation. In addition, to
reduction of equipment maintenance costs, the installation of such kind of gantries
will improve safety on the road and will not reduce capacity of the road, as it will not
require any lane closures during the equipment maintenance. It should be noted, that
this expenses can be significantly reduced with installation of cheaper basic gantries
or by installing tolling equipment on existing gantries along the road segment, if there
any available.
As toll equipment installed along the road will require fast, safe and reliable
communication, it is recommended to use fiber-optic trunk cable instead of the
wireless communication. In addition, this should provide desirable flexibility for the
future system expansion and/or integration of additional ITS devices. Because there is
no information on the availability either of state-owned cable or lease options from a
third-party owner, it was assumed that the capital cost the project will include its own
72-fiber optic trunk (that will provide a plenty of spare bandwidth) in a conduit. This
portion of the capital cost can be also significantly reduced or completely eliminated
if existing fiber-optic trunk is available.
As most of the cost estimates fraught with some uncertainties, a range of cost
estimates presented in tables 15, 16 and 17 provide rather conservative numbers.
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Table 15. Estimated Capital Cost for Scenario 1.
Equipment
Transponders
Gantry Structure,
Half Span
Receivers
(w/installation)
Communication (mi)
ALPR (w/CCTV &
inst.)
Toll Processing
Center
Contingency Fee
(10%)
Total:

Total Number of
Units
1,000,000
4

Estimated Cost,
$ Per Unit
5 to 21
50K to 250K

Total Cost,
$M
5-21
0.2-1.0

25

About 5K

0.125

18.5
25

0 to 1M
About 7K

0-18.5
0.175

1

About 15M

15.0
2.0-5.6
22.5- 61.4

Table 16. Estimated Capital Cost for Scenario 2.
Equipment
Transponders
Gantry Structure,
Half Span
Receivers
(w/installation)
Communication (mi)
ALPR (w/CCTV &
inst.)
Toll Processing
Center
Contingency Fee
(10%)
Total:

Total Number of
Units
1,000,000
8

Estimated Cost, $
Per Unit
5 to 21
50K to 250K

Total Cost,
$M
5-21
0.4-2.0

50

About 5K

0.25

18.5
50

0 to 1M
About 7K

0-18.5
0.35

1

About 20M

20.0
2.6-6.2
28.6- 68.4

Table 17. Estimated Capital Cost for Scenario 3.
Equipment
Transponders
Gantry
Structure,
Half Span
Receivers
(w/installation)
Communication (mi)
ALPR (w/CCTV &
inst.)
Toll
Processing
Center
Contingency
Fee
(10%)
Total:

Total Number of
Units
1,000,000
20

Estimated Cost, $
Per Unit
5 to 21
50K to 250K

Total Cost,
$M
5-21
1.0-5.0

125

About 5K

0.625

18.5
125

0 to 1M
About 7K

0-18.5
0.875

1

About 25M

25.0
3.2-7.1
35.2- 78.1
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As it can be observed from Tables 15, 16, and 17 capital costs may vary
significantly depending on a combination of selected toll scenario and equipment
options. However, the preliminary estimates suggests that implementation of either
scenario is relatively inexpensive compare to construction costs that may be expected
to built traditional toll facilities of comparable size.

Annualized Capital Cost Estimate
The estimate of annualized capital costs is based on a projected lifespan of toll
and other electronic equipment, communication and infrastructure required for the
implementation of ORT along I-93 and derived from the historical data obtained from
similar projects completed in the United States. The following is the projection of a
lifespan of equipment and infrastructure that has been made:



Electronic transponders, ALPR and other electronic devices: 5-10 years;



Gantry structures: 20-30 years;



Processing Center (building): 40-50 years;



Fiber-optic trunk and conduit: 50 years



Non-itemized equipment: 10 years.

In order to provide more safe/conservative estimate, lower number of the
range will be used to calculate annualized capital costs. Also, the total estimated
capital cost of toll processing center has been assumed to be equally split (50/50)
between the cost of electronic equipment with relatively short life span and the capital
cost of the building with much longer expected service life.
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The estimated annualized cost calculated on the basis of highest capital costs
and shortest life spans for the equipment and infrastructure are presented in Tables 18,
19, and 20, and then rounded to the larger number:
Table 18. Annualized Capital Costs for Scenario 1.
Category
Transponders
EZ Maintainance Gantry
Structure, Half Span
Receivers (w/installation)
Communication (mi)
ALPR (w/CCTV & inst.)
Toll Processing Center
Contingency Fee (10%)
Total:

Total Cost
for Category, $
21,000,000

Lifespan, Years

Annualized Cost

5

4,200,000

1,000,000

20

50,000

125,000
18,500,000
175,000
15,000,000
5,580,000
61,380,000

5
50
5
40
10

25,000
370,000
35,000
375,000
558,000
5,613,000

Table 19. Annualized Capital Costs for Scenario 2.
Category
Transponders
EZ Maintainance
Gantry Structure, Half
Span
Receivers
(w/installation)
Communication (mi)
ALPR (w/CCTV &
inst.)
Toll Processing Center
Contingency Fee (10%)
Total:

Total Cost
for Category, $
21,000,000

Lifespan, Years

Annualized Cost

5

4,200,000

2,000,000

20

100,000

250,000

5

50,000

18,500,000

50

370,000

350,000

5

70,000

20,000,000
6,210,000
68,310,000

40
10

500,000
621,000
5,911,000

Table 20. Annualized Capital Costs for Scenario 3.
Category
Transponders
EZ Maintainance
Gantry Structure, Half
Span
Receivers
(w/installation)
Communication (mi)
ALPR (w/CCTV &
inst.)
Toll Processing Center
Contingency Fee (10%)
Total:

Total Cost
for Category, $
21,000,000

Lifespan, Years

Annualized Cost

5

4,200,000

5,000,000

20

250,000

625,000

5

125,000

18,500,000

50

370,000

875,000

5

175,000

25,000,000
7,100,000
78,100,000

40
10

625,000
710,000
6,455,000
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Operational Cost Estimates
The estimates of operational costs has been done on a basis of costs incurred
during similar projects (22, 45), as well as estimates provided in various studies such
as (27).
Operational cost estimates include the following: maintenance of electronic
equipment at the gantries and at the processing center; infrastructure and
communication maintenance; salary and benefits of toll road personnel. Maintenance
cost of field electronic equipment was assumed to be 10 to 20 percent of equipment
capital cost, depending on the selected gantry type. The maintenance cost associated
with transponder operations was assumed to be about 10 percent of capital cost. Cost
to maintain the processing center was assumed to be 5 percent of capital cost.
Operational cost to maintain and support fiber-optic trunk and related communication
equipment was estimated to be 1 per cent of its capital cost. (In case of existing fiberoptic trunk in place, it was assumed that a similar maintenance fee will be paid to the
trunk owner.) It is assumed the gate structure will not require any maintenance for the
life of the structure, as the maintenance costs were assumed to be negligible.. An
average salary of personnel was assumed to be similar to the salary level of
Massachusetts Turnpike employees and other Massachusetts toll facilities and equal
to $70,000. (27) All operational costs are expressed on annualized basis.
As most of the cost estimates fraught with some uncertainties, and depend on a
combination of multiple parameters, numerical values presented in tables 21, 22 and
23 provide a range estimates instead of the point estimates.
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Table 21. Estimated Operational Costs for Scenario 1.
Category
Transponders
maintenance
Receivers maintenance
Communication
maintenance
ALPR maintenance
Processing Center
maintenance
Personnel Salary
Total:

Total Number of
Units
1,000,000

Estimated Cost, $ Per
Unit
0.5-2.1

Total Cost for
Category, $
500,000-2,100,000

25
18.5

500-1,000
10,000

12,500-25,000
185,000

25
1

700-1,400
750,000

17,500-35,000
750,000

30

70,000

2,100,000
3.6-5,2M

Table 22. Estimated Operational Costs for Scenario 2.
Category
Transponders
maintenance
Receivers maintenance
Communication
maintenance
ALPR maintenance
Processing Center
maintenance
Personnel Salary
Total:

Total Number of
Units
1,000,000

Estimated Cost, $ Per
Unit
0.5-21

Total Cost for
Category, $
500,000-2,100,000

50
18.5

500-1,000
10,000

25,000-50,000
185,000

50
1

700-1,400
1,000,000

35,000-70,000
1,000,000

40

70,000

2,800,000
4.5-6,2M

Table 23. Estimated Operational Costs for Scenario 3.
Category
Transponders
maintenance
Receivers maintenance
Communication
maintenance
ALPR maintenance
Processing Center
maintenance
Personnel Salary
Total:

Total Number of
Units
1,000,000

Estimated Cost, $ Per
Unit
0.5-21

Total Cost for
Category, $
500,000-2,100,000

125
18.5

500-1,000
10,000

62,500-130,000
185,000

125
1

700-1,400
1,000,000

87,500-170,000
1,250,000

50

70,000

3,500,000
5.6-7,3M

As can be observed from Table 21 through 23, operational costs can vary
significantly depending on a combination of selected toll scenario and equipment
options, with the salary of personnel is the single largest expense category. However,
the preliminary estimates suggests that implementation of any of the three scenarios is
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relatively inexpensive as compared to the costs to build and operate traditional toll
roads of comparable size.

Revenue Estimates
The revenue estimates are based on actual (2010) traffic volumes, projected
changes in traffic volumes generated by EMME - travel demand forecasting software,
and a network model used in the Boston Metropolitan Area.
In order to make estimates of the potential revenues resulting from the
introduction of the open road tolling on I-93, the following assumption were made:



Projected traffic growth will be similar to I-90



The composition of traffic is similar to I-90



Population demographics is similar to I-90



Proportion of vehicles with toll transponders will be similar to I-90

The toll rates for different scenarios were selected similar to current (2011)
toll rates on I-90 and other toll facilities in Boston Metropolitan Area. Also, additional
processing fees for vehicles without transponders and toll rates between different
categories of vehicles are assumed to be similar as well.
Tables 24, 25, and 26 provide a comparison of projected toll revenues that
might be expected from the implementation of toll collection on I-93. To
acknowledge the uncertainty surrounding these cost and revenue estimates, range
estimates (rather than point estimates) are presented based on different assumptions
regarding the technology option chosen.
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Table 24. Estimated Revenues for Scenario 1.
I-93 Segment
Northern
Expressway
Southeast
Expressway
Total I-93 MHS

Toll, Fast
Lane

Toll, ALPR

Projected AADT
after Toll

2011 Expected
Revenue $M

2.00

2.50

110,670

53.5-65.4

2.00

2.50

109,620

53.0-64.9
106.5-130.2

Table 25. Estimated Revenues for Scenario 2.
I-93 Segment
Northern
Expressway
Zakim Bunker
Hill Bridge
O'Neil Tunnel
Southeast
Expressway
Total I-93 MHS

Toll, Fast Lane

Toll, ALPR

Projected AADT
after Toll

2011 Expected
Revenue $M

1.00

1.25

141,440

34.2-41.8

1.00

1.25

92,625

22.4-27.4

1.00

1.25

146,100

35.3-43.2

1.00

1.25

145,800

35.3-43.1
127.2-155.5

Table 26. Estimated Revenues for Scenario 3.
I-93 Segment
Northern
Expressway-1
Northern
Expressway-2
Zakim Bunker
Hill Bridge
O'Neil Tunnel-1
O'Neil Tunnel-2
Central Artery
Southeast
Expressway-1
Southeast
Expressway-2
Total I-93 MHS

Toll, Fast Lane

Toll, ALPR

Projected AADT
after Toll

2011 Expected
Revenue $M

0.50

0.75

155,890

20.2-24.7

0.50

0.75

145,050

18.8-23.0

0.50

0.75

112,710

7.3-8.9

0.50
0.50
0.50

0.75
0.75
0.75

137,550
140,400
145,800

17.8-21.8
18.2-22.2
18.9-23.1

0.50

0.75

166,600

21.6-26.3

0.50

0.75

161,460

20.9-25.5
143.5-175.4

Note: List of assumptions and detailed calculations for revenue estimates presented in
Tables 24, 25, and 26 can be found in Appendix B.
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Time savings or losses experienced by travelers on I-93 and alternative routes
and resulted from implementation of tolls.

In order to make impact analysis more complete, time savings or losses
experienced by travelers on I-93 and alternative routes and resulted from
implementation of tolls should be estimated, monetized, and included into the Net
Present Value calculations.
Depending on policy objectives, travel time analysis may include either
expected time savings by travelers who uses I-93, expected time losses by travelers
along alternative routes, or both.
As travel time analysis for alternative route is extremely cumbersome and time
consuming, an initial attempt to estimate travel time changes resulted from
implementation of tolls was performed for travelers on I-93 only. In addition, it was
decided to evaluate expected increase of congestion resulted from traffic shift from
the I-93 to alternative routes as a part of analysis performed for qualitative variables.
In order to do so, travel time for all links along I-93 northbound and
southbound direction from the I-95 interchange in Woburn to the Rte 3 Braintree Split
has been combined. An average travel times for the AM period for the entire 4.28
mile section of highway are presented in Table 27:
Table 27. Average Travel Times on I-93: Current Conditions and Scenarios 1, 2
and 3.
SCENARIO
Base case: No tolls
Scenario 1: Two toll segments, $2 each.
Scenario 2: Four toll segments, $1 each
Scenario 3: Eight toll segments and two ramps, $0.50 each

AVERAGE TRAVEL
TIME, MINUTES
19.38
18.23
17.76
17.40

The results presented in Table 27 may look surprising, taking into account that
the initial level of traffic diverted from I-93 onto secondary alternative routes was
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mostly very high for the Toll Scenario 1, high for the Toll Scenario 2, and only
moderate for the Toll Scenario 3. With the highest level of traffic diversion it should
be expected, that Scenario 1 will have the shortest average travel time as a result of
the lightest level of traffic. However, it is not the case due to both the large number of
alternative routes and closely spaced interchanges on I-93.
As a result, most of the travelers apparently will leave I-93 just to avoid toll
and will return on the mainline immediately. This travel behavior will be more
common under the Scenario 1, when the incentives to avoid toll are highest while
total number of diversion maneuvers is the lowest.
The next step is to incorporate projected travel time savings into NPV
analysis. Total savings resulted from the reduction of travel time will be calculated as
a sum of time savings for all three types of vehicles. The first type includes
light/single occupancy vehicles (SOV), the second include high occupancy vehicles
(HOV) and medium trucks, and a third includes large trucks and buses. Proportional
volumes in total average daily traffic and assumed value of time for each type of
vehicles presented in Table 28:
Table 28. Proportional Volume in AADT and Value of Time by Vehicle Type.

VEHICLE
CATEGORY
Type 1
Type 2
Type 3

RELATIVE VOLUME
IN AADT, %
67
18
15

ASSUMED VALUE
OF TIME, $
30
60
120

In order to make conservative estimates of time savings it is also assumed that
an average trip will be represented by a half of the entire segment (i.e. from the border
of BMO to Downtown Boston). Detailed information on travel time savings analysis
presented in Appendix C.
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5.4 Qualitative Variables

Route Shift
In order to estimate route shift resulted from implementation of ORT along the
I-93 in Boston Metropolitan area, a comprehensive analysis for multiple toll scenarios
has been performed using EMME.
The intent of the EMME simulation was to find a toll schedule that will
generate substantial revenues for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts while
minimizing potential negative impacts such as significant route shift onto alternative
secondary roads that does not have enough capacity to handle large traffic volumes.
As a result of simulation it was found that if toll is charged along a large
number of small segments, the diversion would be kept at a minimum. On the other
hand, when the small number of large segments is tolled, almost half of traffic
volumes would possibly be diverted to alternative secondary routes.
On a basis of performed network analysis and with the aid of the grading
system presented in Table 14, it was concluded that the toll Scenario 3 represents the
optimal solution with a high Net Present Value and a low percent of diverted traffic.
Because of the static nature of the analysis performed by EMME and
extremely large number of route segments in a network model used in the Boston
Metropolitan Area, it is very difficult to make accurate estimates of traffic shifts to
secondary routes. Hence, the evaluation associated with impacts of route shift to
secondary routes was conducted in qualitative terms.
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Mode Shift
Some may argue that mode shift impacts should be analyzed along with
monetary and non-monetary, but monetizable variables. For example, losses of
potential toll revenues and gains in transit revenues associated with mode shift would
be monetary variables, while time savings associated with the reduced congestion
resulted from expected mode shift is non-monetary, but monetizable variable.
However, as there were some initial indicators that the mode shift levels are going to
be relatively small, it was proposed to evaluate mode shift impacts in qualitative
terms.
Also, as mode shift analysis is a very cumbersome and time consuming task, it
was decided to perform it only for the optimal toll scenario after it will be found in a
result of the route shift analysis. Mode shift analysis was carried out with help of the
Central Transportation Planning Staff (CTPS) using EMME. Toll Scenario 3 has been
used as a basis for the analysis.
Based on the analysis, it was found that the implementation of the toll along
the segment of I-93 in the Boston Metropolitan Area will not result in any significant
mode shift. This can be explained by the fact that the initial toll is fairly low and
represents only a small fraction of total out of pocket costs associated with driving. In
addition, alternative modes of transportation in the area have fairly limited coverage
and schedule to be a serious competitor to a single occupant automobile driving mode.
In addition, estimates indicate that there is going to be no measurable change in
walking alone. It can be explained by the fact that walking is only a mode choice for
local trips, while I-93 is primarily serving long distance trips. Table 29 provides an
overview of the mode shifts resulted from the implementation of Toll Scenario 3:
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Table 29. Mode Shift as a Result of Implementation of Toll Scenario 3.
Mode of Transportation

Percent Change

Single Occupancy Vehicle

-0.4

High Occupancy Vehicle

+0.1

Transit Accessed by Driving

+3.7

Transit Accessed by Walking

+1.1

Walk

0.0

Because the highest mode shift (+3.7%) is relatively low, it was decided to
exclude mode shift impacts in the illustrative example.
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Impact Analysis

Net Present Value Calculations
Net present value has been calculated using the following assumptions:



Toll rates and operating costs will increase proportionally with inflation;



Discount rate is assumed 2% per year;



Traffic growth is assumed linear and consistent with the growth trends
observed over a previous decades (about 1% per year);



The NPV is calculated over the 25-years period;



Capital costs of equipment with a life span less then 25 years is assumed to
stay at the same level as the base year cost used for the estimate (2010) and
increased with the inflation. It is assumed that the equipment will have
additional features that will be a current trend at the time of replacement;
however, new features will have no significant effect on projected operational
costs and revenues.

An example of the Cost-Benefit Stream presented in Figure 16:
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Figure 16. Cost-Benefit Stream: An Example.

Assessment of Qualitative Variables
As was proposed above, impacts represented with qualitative variables would
be assessed with Method 2, described in details in Section 4. In this example the
impacts of route shift, privacy, and equity are considered for evaluation.

Step 1
In order to assess route shift resulting from implementation of tolls along I-93
in Boston Metropolitan area, a comprehensive analysis for each toll scenario was
performed using EMME with the help of the Central Transportation Planning Staff in
Boston.
The goal of the simulation was to identify toll schedules that will generate
substantial revenues for Massachusetts while minimizing potential negative impacts
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such as significant spill of traffic onto alternative secondary roads that do not have
enough capacity to handle large traffic volumes. Table 30 provides a brief summary
on potential route shift impacts as a result of implementing different toll scenarios.
Table 30. I-93 Mainline Volume Drop as a Result of Different Toll Scenarios
Scenario
1

2

3

Mainline Route Shift












Very High on the Northern Expressway
Very Low on the Bridge and at the Tunnel
Very High on the Southeast Expressway
Moderate-High on the Northern Expressway
High on the Bridge
Very Low at the Tunnel
High on the Southeast Expressway
Low on the Northern Expressway
Moderate on the Bridge
Moderate-Low at the Tunnel
Low on the Southeast Expressway

With the use of Tables 10, 13, and 14 each toll scenario is assessed by the
transportation analyst in terms of privacy, equity, and route shift as presented as
presented in Table 31:
Table 31. Levels of Privacy, Equity and Route Shift: Toll Scenarios 1, 2, and 3.
Scenario
Number of Toll Plazas
Level of Privacy
Level of Equity
Highest Level of Route Shift

1
2
C
F
F

2
4
D
F
E

3
10
E
F
C

As can be observed from Table 31, Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 differ in anticipated
levels of privacy. This is a result in part to the density of toll equipment installation. It
is assumed here (as indicated in Table 10) that the higher the density of toll
installations (including readers and cameras) the greater the potential for privacy
concerns. The level of equity is graded at F in all three scenarios because no discount
is provided to any category of drivers. While it may be perceived that as the initial
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level of equity is the same for all three scenarios, it should be excluded from the
analysis. However, additional countermeasures to address equity concerns will indeed
affect the net present value of each of three scenarios in a different way, so presence
of this parameter in the analysis is important. Finally, the fewer number of toll
collection locations will lead to higher levels of route shifts as higher tolls charged at
a single location provide additional incentives to road users to avoid them.

Step 2
Based on results of the conducted survey (see Appendix D for details), it was
determined that decision-makers perceived that the desired levels (in terms of
grading) and relative importance (on a scale of 0 to 1, 1 being most important) of
privacy, equity, and route shift are as shown in Table 32.
Table 32. Summary of Competed Surveys on Privacy, Equity, and Route Shift.
Level of User Privacy Requirements for
the Proposed Toll Road
Level of Equity Requirements for the
Proposed Toll Road
Maximum Acceptable Level of Route
Shift

Desired Level

Relative Importance

C

0.8

A

0.7

C

0.5

Step 3
In the third step additional capital and operational costs resulting from the
implementation of countermeasures required to address impacts represented with
qualitative variables are estimated.
Because the survey in Step 2 determined that the relative levels of importance
of privacy (.8) and equity (.7) are viewed as high priorities by decision-makers,
countermeasures to address privacy and equity concerns should be considered and
where appropriate integrated into one or more scenarios. For the purposes of the
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illustrative example privacy countermeasures include the development of more robust
and secure hardware and software system, increased operating costs due to more
complex methods required for anonymous toll transactions, and potential losses of
revenue due to reduced accountability of the system. Equity countermeasures include
the development of a set of discounted tolls for local residents similar to existing
discounted tolls on facilities in the Boston area. While countermeasures could also be
formulated to address route diversion concerns, for the purposes of the illustrative
example no such countermeasures were considered at this time and at the discretion of
the decision makers could be deferred and revisited later.
The Cost-Benefit Streams in Figures 17, 18, and 19 present the estimate of
NPV for three toll scenarios, and are based cash flow diagrams adapted from
Ahmadjian.(46) Included are the monetary and monetizable costs identified in Step 1
as well as the monetary costs of the countermeasures to address privacy and equity.
These countermeasure costs include the capital and operating costs of the more robust
and secure system and the expected reduction in revenue due to the implementation of
discounted tolls for local residents. Calculations presented in Cost-Benefit Streams
are based on conservative assumptions. Table 33 presents an evaluation matrix for
Scenarios 1, 2, and 3:
Table 33. The Evaluation Matrix for Scenarios 1, 2, and 3.
Initial Capital Costs, $M
Annualized Capital Costs, $M
Annual Operational Costs, $M
Annual Operational Revenues, $M
Annual Monetized Time Savings, $M
Annual Costs to Achieve Desired
Level of Privacy, $M
Annual Costs to Achieve Desired
Level of Equity, $M
NPV During 25 Year Period, $B

Scenario 1
22.5-61.4
2.1-5,6
3.6-5.2
106.5-130.2
18.6
-

Scenario 2
28.6-68.4
2.7-5.9
4.5-6.2
127.2-155.5
39.0
4.5

Scenario 3
35.2-78.1
3.3-6.5
5.6-7.7
143.5-175.4
52.9
7.8

7.9

9.5

10.7

2.4

3.2

3.7
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Based on the results of the NPV analysis and major evaluation criteria from
the evaluation matrix presented in Table 33, Scenario 3 appears to be the “most
desirable” solution since it has the highest NPV, generates the greatest level of
expected toll revenues, provides the highest time savings to travelers and satisfies the
decision-makers’ privacy and equity concerns as well as the other scenarios do while
minimizing traffic diversion.
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Figure 17. Cost-Benefit Stream for Toll Scenario 1.
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Figure 18. Cost-Benefit Stream for Toll Scenario 2.
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Figure 19. Cost-Benefit Stream for Toll Scenario 3.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This dissertation research was designed to:


Improve our understanding and knowledgebase associated with the impacts of
alternative financing approaches.



Provide a conceptual framework to help state transportation policymakers and
administrators select the best (and eliminate the worst) financing approaches that
will provide sufficient and sustainable transportation revenues.



Help to determine both capital and operational expenses associated with the
implementation of various financing approaches.



Develop and test new analytical methods to aid in the identification and
assessment of the potential impacts of approaches such as: revenues; route, mode,
and time of the day shifts; and other impacts such as privacy and equity.



Provide a basis for the development of a decision support system

The contributions of this research are as follows:
1. The conceptual framework will aid state transportation policymakers and
administrators in the process of planning and formulating alternative financing
approaches suitable for consideration in their state. The framework connects
major policy objectives with appropriate financing approaches while providing
insights on the short and long term implications and potential impacts associated
with each approach. To date, no such framework has been developed.
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2. Two analytical methods were developed to assist state transportation
policymakers and administrators in the assessment of impacts of selected
alternative financing approaches. The first method is designed to assess monetary
and non-monetary, monetizable impacts. The second method is designed to
evaluate qualitative impacts. An innovation of the second method is that it
provides a way to assess privacy, equity, and route shift impacts by utilizing a
rating scale coupled with input from decisionmakers. The first method also
incorporates non-traditional, monetary variables including the cost estimates of
countermeasures needed to address concerns related to privacy, equity, and other
qualitative variables.
3. The case study provides an illustrative example of the application of the
conceptual framework and both analytical methods within the context of the
implementation an open road toll (ORT) collection system on an interstate
highway where tolls are not currently charged. In light of the pending Federal
legislation, that encourages the implementation of such toll policies, this case
study will help State DOT officials better understand the policy issues,
methodological challenges, and complex impacts associated with placing tolls on
interstate highways such as I-93 in Boston.

The major conclusions of the report are:


The conceptual framework and analytical methods can serve as useful tools to
guide state transportation policymakers and DOT officials as they consider
alternative financing approaches.
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Carefully selected and implemented set of alternative financing approaches is
capable to provide sufficient revenues for state DOTs at moderate costs.



Both VMT fee approaches and placing tolls along interstate highways where tolls
are not currently collected have the potential to provide a significant source of
revenue for State DOTs.



All-electronic tolls may be implemented faster than other financing alternatives,
do not typically require significant capital investments, and have relatively low
operating costs.



New tolls are most effective when placed along segments of interstate that carry
large traffic volumes and do not have easily accessible alternate routes.

Finally, it is recommended that consideration should be given to the following areas to
improve a value and accuracy of a decision-making process:


Advanced privacy-preserving payment schemes and other methods to protect road
user data collection, handling, and transfer activities should be developed. Such
schemes would help address privacy concerns and assist in gaining public
acceptance.



A privacy-utility relationship for various areas of utility during data collection,
handling, and transfer, specifically with implementation of advanced privacyprotecting methods should be further explored



A development of a decision support system to assist transportation officials and
policy makers in a selection of the alternative transportation financing
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approaches; the conceptual framework and the analytical methods presented in
this report may be included as components of such system.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
ESTIMATES OF POTENTIAL ANNUAL REVENUES

Preliminary estimates of potential annual revenues for the Base Case Scenario and
Alternatives 1, 2, and 3 presented in the Table 9 are based on the following assumptions:


All estimates are based on data obtained from U.S. DOT Federal Highway
Administration Office of Highway Policy Information official Highway Statistics
2010 with the projection made for the year 2011 on a basis of historical trands



All vehicles registered in Massachusetts are divided on Light (less then 10 tons
gross weight), and Heavy (above 10 tons gross weight)



Base Case: Fuel tax is increased by 19 cents per gallon for both gasoline and
diesel fuels and indexed to inflation.



Alternative 1: VMT Fee at Pump, at 2 cent/mile for light vehicles and 10 cents per
mile for heavy vehicles



Alternative 2: VMT Fee at Pump at 2 cent/mile and a Reduced Fuel Tax of 21
cents per gallon as a “Green Fee”



Alternative 3: VMT Fee at Pump for heavy vehicles with or without weight/axle
coefficient, VMT at Inspection Station at 2 cent/mile for light vehicles, Reduced
Fuel Tax of 21 cents per gallon as a “Green Fee”, and one or two New Toll
Roads with the toll rates and schedules similar to one on existing facilities.



All vehicles registered in Massachusetts are divided on Light (less then 10 tons
gross weight), and Heavy (above 10 tons gross weight)
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Table 34. Estimated Fuel Tax Revenues for Massachusetts (2011)

Parameter/Vehicle Category
Total Annual VMT Per Vehicle Category
Average Fuel Economy, MPG
Annual use of Fuel, Gallons*
Fuel Tax per Gallon, U.S. Dollar
Yearly Fuel Tax Potential, Per Category

Light
55,220,000,000
20.4
2,711,893,000
0.425
$1,152,554,525

Heavy
3,960,000,000
9.8
403,082,000
0.425
$171,309,850

*Source: Highway Statistics 2010, Table MF-27
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2010/mf27.cfm
Table 35. VMT at the Pump: Preliminary Revenue Estimates (2011)

Light
5,020,000
11,000
55,220,000,000
0.02
$1,104,400,000

Total Number of Registered Vehicles*
Average Annual VMT per Vehicle*
Total Annual VMT Per Vehicle Category
Average VMT Fee Per Mile, U.S. Dollar
Yearly VMT Fee Potential, Per Category

* Source: Highway Statistics 2010, Table MV-1:
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2010/mv1.cfm
**Source: Highway Statistics 2010, Table WM-1 and WM-4:
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2010/vm1.cfm
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2010/vm4.cfm
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Heavy
180,000
22,000
3,960,000,000
0.1
$ 396,000,000

APPENDIX B
ANNUAL REVENUE ESTIMATES – I-93 OPEN ROAD TOLLING (2011)

The revenue estimates for the selected alternatives have been made with the
following both simplistic and conservative assumptions:


Traffic flow is assumed to have similar to vehicle composition on I-90 and other
existing toll facilities in Massachusetts



ETC customers constitute 70% while ALPR customers are remaining 30% of total
number of users, a proportion similar to I-90 and other existing toll facilities in
Massachusetts



AADTs for different segments have been averaged from various sources and
assumed as follows:
o Northern Expressway -170K;
o Zakim Bunker Hill Bridge – 130K;
o O'Neil Tunnel – 150K;
o Southeast Expressway -180K.



The proportion of customers who can claim toll discounts is assumed to be similar
to one observed along I-90 and other existing toll facilities in Massachusetts



Levels of traffic diversion calculated by EMME as provided by Central
Transportation Planning Staff (CTPS) and assumed a flat ETC toll



Revenue estimates have been made for the weekdays only (250 days per year)



Vehicle composition of traffic assumed to be the same that exists before the toll
has been introduced.
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Table 36. Projected Annual Revenues (2011) - Scenario 1.

Exit 37 (I-95/Route 128)

Toll,
Fast Lane
2.00

Toll,
ALPR
2.50

Exit 20 (I-90)

2.00

2.50

I-93 Segment

Starting Point

End Point

Northern Expressway

Exit 20 (I-90)

Southeast Expressway

Exit 7 (Route 3, US 1)

170,000

Projected Traffic
Diversion, %
34.9

Projected AADT
after Toll
110,670

180,000

39.1

109,620

AADT (2010)

Expected Revenue
(2011)
$
59,485,125

Total I-93

$

58,920,750

$

118,405,875

Table 37. Projected Annual Revenues (2011) - Scenario 2.
I-93 Segment

Starting Point

Zakim Bunker Hill
Bridge

Exit 27 (US 1N - Tobin
Bridge)
Exit 26 (Route 3,Route
28)

O'Neil Tunnel

Exit 20 (I-90)

Southeast Expressway

Exit 7 (Route 3, US 1)

Northern Expressway

End Point

Toll,
Fast Lane

Toll,
ALPR

AADT
(2010)

Projected Traffic
Diversion, %

Projected
AADT after
Toll

Exit 37 (I-95/Route 128)

1.00

1.25

170,000

16.8

141,440

$

38,012,000

1.00

1.25

130,000

28.8

92,625

$

24,892,969

1.00

1.25

150,000

2.6

146,100

$

39,264,375

1.00

1.25

180,000

19.0

145,800

Exit 27 (US 1N - Tobin
Bridge)
Exit 26 (Route 3,Route
28)
Exit18 (Mass. Ave.)

Total I-93

Expected Revenue
(2011)

$

39,183,750

$

141,353,094

Table 38. Projected Annual Revenues (2011) - Scenario 3.
I-93 Segment

Starting Point

End Point

Toll,
Fast Lane

Toll,
ALPR

AADT
(2010)

Projected Traffic
Diversion, %

Projected AADT
after Toll

Northern Expressway

Exit 31 (Route 16)

Exit 37 (I-95/Route
128)

0.50

0.75

170,000

8.3

155,890

$

22,409,188

Exit 31 (Route 16)

0.50

0.75

150,000

3.3

145,050

$

20,850,938

0.50

0.75

130,000

13.3

112,710

$

8,101,031

0.50

0.75

150,000

8.3

137,550

$

19,772,813

0.50

0.75

150,000

6.4

140,400

$

20,182,500

0.50

0.75

150,000

2.8

145,800

$

20,958,750

0.50

0.75

170,000

2.0

166,600

$

23,948,750

0.50

0.75

180,000

10.3

161,460

$

23,209,875

$

159,433,844

Northern Expressway
Zakim Bunker Hill
Bridge
O'Neil Tunnel

Exit 27 (US 1N - Tobin
Bridge)
Exit 26 (Route 3,Route
28)
Exit 24 (Gov.
Center/Route 1A)

O'Neil Tunnel

Exit 18 (Mass Ave.)

Central Artery

Exit 14 (Morrissey Blvd.)

Southeast Expressway

Exit 11 (Granite Ave.)

Southeast Expressway

Exit 7 (Route 3, US 1)

Exit 27 (US 1N - Tobin
Bridge)
Exit 26 (Route 3, Route
28)
Exit 24 (Gov.
Center/Route 1A)
Exit 18 (Mass Ave.)
Exit 14 (Morrissey
Blvd.)
Exit11 (Granite Ave.)

Total I-93

100

Expected Revenue
(2011)

APPENDIX C
TRAVEL TIME SAVINGS ESTIMATE – I-93 OPEN ROAD TOLLING
The travel time savings estimates for the selected alternatives have been made
with the following both simplistic and conservative assumptions:


Traffic flow is assumed to have similar to vehicle composition on I-90 and other
existing toll facilities in Massachusetts



AADTs for different segments have been averaged from various sources and
assumed as follows:
o Northern Expressway -170K;
o Zakim Bunker Hill Bridge – 130K;
o O'Neil Tunnel – 150K;
o Southeast Expressway -180K.



Levels of traffic diversion calculated by EMME as provided by Central
Transportation Planning Staff (CTPS) and assumed a flat ETC toll



Vehicle composition of traffic assumed to be the same that exists before the toll
has been introduced



Value of time was assumed as follows:
o Type 1 (SOV) - $30/Hour;
o Type 2 (HOV) - $60/Hour;
o Type 1 (HV) - $120/Hour;



Average vehicle trip assumed to be equal half of the tolled portion of I-93



Travel time savings estimates have been made for the weekdays only (assumed
250 days per year)
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Tables 35, 36, and 37 provides estimates of travel time savings for three toll
scenarios:
Table 39. Projected Annual Travel Time Savings - Scenario 1.
I-93 Segment
Northern
Expressway
Southeast
Expressway
Total I-93

TTS Per
Vehicle, $

AADT
(2010)

Projected Traffic
Diversion, %

Projected AADT
after Toll

Expected Time
Savings (2011), $

0.38

130,000

34.9

84,630

7,998,857

0.38

150,000

39.1

91,350

8,634,002
16,632,860

Table 40. Projected Annual Travel Time Savings - Scenario 2.
I-93 Segment
Northern
Expressway
Zakim Bunker
Hill Bridge
O'Neil Tunnel
Southeast
Expressway
Total I-93

TTS Per
Vehicle, $

AADT
(2010)

Projected Traffic
Diversion, %

Projected AADT
after Toll

Expected Time
Savings (2011), $

0.27

170,000

16.8

141,440

9,415,926

0.27

130,000

28.8

92,625

6,166,220

0.27

150,000

2.6

146,100

9,726,151

0.27

180,000

19.0

145,800

9,706,179
35,014,476

Table 41. Projected Annual Travel Time Savings - Scenario 3.
I-93 Segment
Northern
Expressway
Northern
Expressway
Zakim Bunker
Hill Bridge
O'Neil Tunnel
O'Neil Tunnel
Central Artery
Southeast
Expressway
Southeast
Expressway
Total I-93

TTS Per
Vehicle, $

AADT
(2010)

Projected Traffic
Diversion, %

Projected AADT
after Toll

Expected Time
Savings (2011), $

0.16

170,000

8.3

155,890

6,342,044

0.16

150,000

3.3

145,050

5,901,042

0.16

130,000

13.3

112,710

4,585,360

0.16
0.16
0.16

150,000
150,000
150,000

8.3
6.4
2.8

137,550
140,400
145,800

5,595,921
5,711,867
5,931,554

0.16

170,000

2.0

166,600

6,777,757

0.16

180,000

10.3

161,460

6,568,647
47,414,191
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APPENDIX D
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE SURVEY – I-93 OPEN ROAD TOLLING

A survey designed to be completed by decision makers regarding the importance of
addressing qualitative impacts of implementation of All-Electronic Tolls along I-93 in
Boston Metropolitan Area is presented below. The survey is separated into two sections;
each section consists of three questions.
Questions presented in the first section ask public officials and transportation
professionals to identify an acceptable level for each qualitative variable on the basis of a
rating scale. Note that the rating scale uses numerical values rather then letters, unlike the
rating scale presented in the report. There are two reasons for this. The first reason is that
only some of the decision makers are likely to be familiar with a letter-based scale that is
commonly used in typical transportation level of service analyses, The second reason is
that numerical values facilitate an evaluation of the opinions of the diverse group of
decision makers by providing an “average” numeric rating that in turn can be easily
converted back to a letter-based scale as necessary.
Questions presented in the second section ask public officials and transportation
professionals to identify their perceived level of relative importance of each qualitative
variable on the basis of the presented rating scale. Again, the rating scale uses numerical
values for consistency with rating scales presented in first section of the survey. After
data is collected, an average score is calculated and then converted to match a desired
scale (in our case it is 0 to 1, 1 being most important). A survey also provides a space
where each decisionmaker may provide additional comments, such as to identify, for
example, additional categories of users that may need a fare discount.
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I-93 Open Road Tolling Qualitative Variables Survey
for
Public Officials and Transportation Professionals
Part One.
Instructions: Please select a desired level of privacy, equity and I-93 mainline traffic
shifts that should be achieved during the proposed installation of Open Road Tolling
(ORT) along the I-93 in Boston Metropolitan Area. Circle corresponding number for
the selected level on the scale.

Question 1: In light of society concerns on privacy, what level of data collection
about I-93 road users is acceptable? (Choose one and use definitions in table below.)
No
ability

Low
ability

Moderate
ability

High
ability

Very High
ability

Full
ability

1

2

3

4

5

6

Level
of
Privacy
1
2

3

4

5

6

Brief Description

Example/Comment

No ability to detect or track
No detection
vehicles or individuals
Low ability to detect or
Manual data extraction from selective singletrack vehicles or
location, single-source records (e.g. recorded
individuals
video)
Moderate ability to detect
Automatic data extraction (e.g. ALPR) from
or track vehicles or
single location, single-source records
individuals
High ability to detect or
Automatic data extraction from multiple
track vehicles or
location, single-source data records
individuals
Very High ability to detect
Automatic data extraction from multiple
or track vehicles or
location, multiple-source data records (e.g.
individuals
video and toll transponder)
Full ability to detect or
Automatic data extraction from continuous
track vehicles and
multiple-source data records (e.g. GPS,
individuals inside and out
cellular transmitter, live HD video and
of the vehicle
ALPR)
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Question 2: What discount level will be satisfactory for selected categories of I-93
road users (such as commuters, local residents, low income groups, e.t.c.) in order to
achieve desired level of equity? (Select one and use definitions in table below.)

100%

1

80%

2

60%

3

40%

20%

No
Discounts

4

5

6

Level of Equity
Brief Description
1
Discount for eligible categories of drivers equal 100% (free pass).
2
Discount for eligible categories of drivers equal to 80%.*
3
Discount for eligible categories of drivers equal to 60%.
4
Discount for eligible categories of drivers equal to 40%.
5
Discount for eligible categories of drivers equal to 20%.
6
No discounts available to any categories of drivers.
* Note: Currently selected categories of road users are eligible for discounts around
80% off regular fare on other toll facilities inside of the Boston Metropolitan Area.

Question 3: What level of route shift from I-93 to alternative secondary routes is
acceptable? (Select one)

Low
(<5%)

ModerateLow (5-10%)

Moderate
(10-15%)

Moderate-High
(15-20%)

High
(25-40%)

Very High
(>40%)

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Part Two.
Instructions: Please indicate your opinion on relative level of importance to address
issues such as privacy, equity and I-93 mainline traffic shifts during the proposed
installation of Open Road Tolling (ORT) along the I-93 in Boston Metropolitan Area.
Circle a number that corresponds to the level of importance of each issue. (You may
select each rating only once.)

Question 4:
How important is it to address privacy issues for successful implementation of ORT
along I-93 in Boston Metropolitan Area?
Very
Unimportant

1

Somewhat
Unimportant

Neither
Important nor
Unimportant

Somewhat
Important

Very
Important

2

3

4

5

Question 5:
How important is it to address equity issues for successful implementation of ORT
along I-93 in Boston Metropolitan Area?
Very
Unimportant

1

Somewhat
Unimportant

Neither
Important nor
Unimportant

Somewhat
Important

Very
Important

2

3

4

5

Question 6:
How important is it to address route shift issues for successful implementation of
ORT along I-93 in Boston Metropolitan Area?
Very
Unimportant

1

Somewhat
Unimportant

Neither
Important nor
Unimportant

Somewhat
Important

Very
Important

2

3

4

5
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Additional comments:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Survey completed by: _______________________

Date of completion: _________________________
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